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June 2,2008 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
TO: ALL COUNTY CLERKSREGISTRARS OF VOTERS (CCROV 08192) 
Pursuant to Section 9033 of the Elections Code, I hereby certify that on June 2,2008, the certificates 
received from the County Clerks or Registrars of Voters by the Secretary of State established that the 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCING, PAROLE AND REHABILITATION. STATUTE. 
(#13 101, has been signed by the requisite number of qualified electors needed to declare the petition 
sufficient. NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCTNG, PAROLE AND REHABILITATION. 
STATUTE. (# 1 3 1 O), is, therefore, qualified for the next statewide election. 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCING, PAROLE AND REHABILITATION. STATUTE. 
Requires State to expand and increase funding and oversight for individualized treatment and 
rehabilitation programs for nonviolent drug offenders and parolees, Reduces criminal consequences 
of nonviolent drug offenses by mandating three-tiered probation with treatment and by providing for 
case dismissal and/or sealing of records &r probation. Limits court's authority to incarcerate 
offenders who violate probation or parole. Shortens parole for most drug offenses, including sales, 
and for nonviolent property crimes. Creates numerous divisions, boards, commissions, and reporting 
requirements regarding drug treatment and rehabilitation. Changes certain marijuana misdemeanors 
to inhctions. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal impact 
on state and local govement: Increased state costs that could exceed $1 billion annually primarily 
for expanding drug treatment and rehabilitation programs for offenders in state prisons, on parole, and 
in the community. Savings to the state that could exceed $1 billion annually due primarily to reduced 
prison and parole operating costs. Net savings on a one-time basis on capital outlay costs for prison 
facilities that could exceed $2.5 billion. Unknawn net fiscal effect on expenditures for county 
operations and capital outlay. (Initiative 07-008 1 .) 
M WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand 
and f i x  the &eat Seal of the State of California 
this 2nd day of June, 2008. 
DEBRA BOWEN 
Secretary of State 
DEBRA BOWEN I SECRETARY OF STATE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 1 ELBCTJONS 
I500 nth 5th Flmr 1 Sacramento, CA 9581qj~e1(9161657-2166 1 Fax (916) 653-3214 www.sos.cagm 
January 2,2008 
TO: ALL COUNTY CLERKSlREGlSTRARS OF VOTERSlPROPONENT 
(0800 I) 
FROM: A r 
I w Elections Analyst 
SUBJECT: INITIATIVE #I 31 0 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 336, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title 
and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative 
measure entitled: 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCING, 
PAROLE AND REHABILITATION. STATUTE. 
f he proponent of the above-named measure is: 
Daniel N. Abra hamson 
8 1 9 Bancroft Way 
Berkeley, CA 9471 0 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCiNG, 
PAROLE AND REHABILITATION. STATUTE. 
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE 
.................................................... 1. Minimum number of signatures required: 433,971 
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b) 
......................................................... 2. Official Summary Date: Wednesday, 01 102108 
3.  Petitions Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
......................................... signatures (Elec. Code 5 336) Wednesday, 01/02/08 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with the county, 
All sections are to be filed at the same time within each 
county. (Elec. Codes 55 336, 9030(a)). ............................... Monday, 06102108* 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total 
............. to the Secretary of State (Elec. Code 3 9030(b)).. Thursday, 0611 2108 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 
06102108, the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition 
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to 
transmit the total to the Secretary of State) (Elec. Code 5 9030(b)). 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number 
of signatures filed with all county clerkslregistrars of 
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures 
........................................... and notifies the counties.. Saturday, 06121/08** 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(Elec. Code § 9030(d)(e)) ...................... . ............... Monday, 08/04/08 
* Date adjusted for official deadline, which falls on a weekend (Elec. Code § 15). 
**Date varies based on the date of county receipt. 
INITIATIVE #I 310 
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued: 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 06121108, the 
last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt 
of notification). (Elec. Code § 9030(d)(e)). 
f. If the signature count is more than 477,369 or less than 
412,273 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as 
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is between 41 2,273 and 477,369 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random 
sampling technique to determine the validity of all 
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); 9031 (a)) ................................ Thursday, 0811 4/08* 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State. 
(Elec. Code § 9031 (b)(c)). .................................................... Monday, 09129108 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than 
08114108, the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the 
county's receipt of notification.) (Elec. Code § 9031 (b)(c).) 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been 
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare 
............. the petition sufficient (Elec. Code §§ 9031(d), 9033) Friday, 10103108* 
"Date varies based on the date of county receipt. 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
8 California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses 
gathered on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the 
initiative measure for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be 
used to create or add to mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, 
including fundraising or requests for support. Any such misuses 
constitutes a crime under California law. Elections Code section 18650; 
Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 124 Cal.App.3d 825, 177 Cal-Rptr. 621; 
63 0ps.Cal.Atty.Gen. 37 (I 980). 
Please refer to Elections Code sections 100, 101, 104, 9001, 9008, 
9009, 9021, and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in 
printing, typing and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for 
circulation and signatures. Please send a copy of the petition after you 
have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but to 
supplement our file. 
Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. 
When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the 
official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. 
Use of this title will assist elections officials in referencing the proper file. 
When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by 
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall 
include the name or names of the persons filing the petition. 
r When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide 
a blank petition for elections official use. 
EDMUN13 G. BROWN JR. 
Ationzey General 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
January 2,2008 
Debra Bowen 
Secretary of State 
1500 - I lth Street, 5' Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
RE: 
TITLE: 
1300 I STREET, SUITE 125 
P.O. BOX 944255 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550 
Public: (916) 445-9555 
Telephone: (9 16) 445-4752 
Facsimile: (916 324-8835 
E-Mail: Krystd.Paris d doj .ca.gov 
FILED 
In tho office of Lhe Secretory of State 
of the State of California 
Title and Summary for Initiative No. 07-0081 w 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCING, PAROLE AND 
REHABILITATION. 
R ear Ms. R  ow en: 
Punuant to the provisions in sections 336 and 9004 of the Elections Code, enclosed please 
find a copy of the Title and S u x n m q  issued for Initiative Number 07-008 1, along with the text of 
the proposed measure. 
Initiative Coordinator 
For EDMUND G. B R O W  JR. 
Attorney General 
Enclosures 
Pror>oneat(s'l sublic information: 





Initiative No. 07-008 1 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief 
purpose md points of the proposed measure: 
NONVIOLENT OFFENDERS. SENTENCING, PAROLE AND REWILITATION. 
STATUTE. Requires State to expand and increase funding and oversight for individualized 
treatment and rehabilitation progams for nonviolent drug offenders and parolees. Reduces 
criminal consequences of nonviolent drug offenses by mandating threetiered probation with 
treatment and by providing for case dismissal and/or sealing of records after probation. Limits 
court's authority to incarcerate offenders who violate probation or parole. Shortens parole for 
most drug offenses, including sales, and for nonviolent property crimes. Creates numerous 
divisions, boards, commissions, and reporting requirements regarding drug treatment and 
rehabilitation. Changes certain marijuana misdemeanors to Mactions. Surnmary of estimate by 
Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local government: 
Increased state costs that could exceed $1 billion annually primarily for expanding drug 
treatment and rehabilitation programs for offenders in state prisons, on parole, and in the 
community. Savings to the state that could exceed $1 billion annually due primarily to reduced 
prison and parole operating costs. Net savings on a one-time basis on capital outlay costs for 
prison facilities that could exceed $2.5 billion, Unknown net fiscal effect on expenditures for 
county operations and capital outlay. (Initiative 07-008 1 .) 

819 Bancroft Way, Berkeley CA 9471 0 *(510) 229-521 1+fa (510) 265.281 0 + l e g a l r f f a i 1 8 @ d ~ ~ ~ o l i ~ ~ o ~  
November 6,2007 
Ms. Krystal Paris 
Initiative Coordinator 
Offie of tbe Anomey General 
State of California 
PO Box 994255 
Sacramento, CA 94244-25550 
Re: Request for Title and Summary for Proposed Initiative 
Dear Ms. Paris: 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
Pursuant to Article U, Section lO(d) of the Califomia Constitution, I am submitting the attached 
proposed statewide ballot measure to your office and request that you prepare a title and 
summy of the measure as provided by law. Included with this submission is the raquircd 
proponent affidavit signed by me pursuant to section 9608 of tho Califma Elcctione code. I 
have also included a check to cover the $200 filing fee. My address as registered to vote is 
providsd on Attadmeat 'A' to this letter, 
Thank you for your time and attention to this important matter. If you require additional 
information or have any questions, please contact me at (5 10) 229-52 1 1 or 
legalaffairs@dmgpoIicy .erg 
Enclosures 
SECTION 1.  Title, 
This Act shall be known and may be cited as the "Nonviolent Offender Rehabilitation Act of' 
2008," 
SECTION 2. Findings and Declarations. 
The People of the State of California hereby find and declare all of the following: 
I, Failure to Provide Effective Rehabilitation is a Costly Mistake 
(a) California's prison system has failed in its mission to rehabiIitate criminals and protect public 
safety. 
(b) State prisons are severely overcrowded and highly unsafe, currently with 175,000 inmates 
squeezed into facilities designed for about 100,000. Many of these inmates entered prison for 
nonviolent crimes and for nonviolent parole violations. 
(c) Drug addiction is a leading cause of crime in California, wjth high prevalence among 
mestees, prisoners and parolees. Moreover, untreated addiction is deadly: dmg overdose is the 
second leading cause of accidentaI deathin the United States and disproportionately impacts 
persons recently released from jail and prison. 
[d) Punishment alone largely fdls to change nonviolent criminal behavior, particularly when 
'such behavior is driven by addiction and lack of basic education and skills. 
(e) California's corrections system does not provide meaningful rehabilitation senices to most 
inmates and parolees. Nonviolent offenders can languish for years behind bars without 
education, vocational training, or rehabilitation programs of my kind. These inmates are then 
released into our communities without etccess to meaningful services, and with no skills or 
opportunities to help them safely and successfully be reintegrated into society. 
(f) California's criminal justice system fails to offer effective drug treatmkt to tens of thousands 
of nonviolent offenders each year whose drug offenses and other criminal activity are driven by 
substance abuse and addiction. Moreover, courts are required to spend scarce resources on 
processing routine casts of adult marijuana possession. a waste of resources that can be curtailed 
by pendieing small ar~lounts of mark uai~a possessiol~ as a11 infraclron. 
(g) California now oFfers virtually no publicly funded drug treatment options for youth under the 
age of 18, a tragic and short-sighted failure, in that young people with drug problems are at the 
highest risk to lead lives of addiction and criminality as adults. New sources of funding must be 
found for youth programs. At the same time, youth under the age of 18 who are arrested for 
possession of marijuana should receive appropriate, science-based drug education programs. 
(h) California spends excessive time and resources monitoring nonviolent former inmates. Many 
states require much less supervision for low-risk offenders and have lower recidivism rates. 
Parole supervision should be targeted to more dangerous offenders, with serious or viole~~t 
criminals given heightened parole supervision. 
(i) High rales of incarceration and re-incarceration result, in part, from lack of appropriate 
treatment and rchabiIitation options for youth and nonviolent offenders, Moreover, prison 
overcrowding makes rehabiIitation almost impossible, and the lack of rehabilitation for 
nonviolent prisoners and parolees contributes directly to recidivism and re-incarceration of 
recently released inmates. 
Cj) Studies show that providing drug treatment and rehabilitation services to youth, to nonviolent 
offenders, and to nonviolent prisoners and parolees is an effective strategy to reduce future 
criminality and recidivism. 
(k) In light of the crisis in California's prison system, Californians need and demand a major re- 
orientation of state policies to provide greater rehabilitation, accountability and treatment options 
for youth, nonviolent offenders and nonviolent prisoners and parolees. 
11. Treatment and Rehabilitation Enhance Public Safety 
(a) Public safety is enhanced when young people are offered drug education and treatment, 
including family counseling, upon the first signs of a substance abuse problem. 
(b) Public safety is enhanced when nonviolent, addicted offenders receive effective drug 
treatment and mental health services, instead of incarceration. 
(c) Public safety is enhanced when nonviolent prisoners and parolees participate in effective 
rehabilitation programs designed to assist them in a suc~essful reintegration into society. 
(d) Public safety and institutional safety are enhanced when prisons are not farced to house more 
inmates than they were designed to hold. Rehabilitation program have   no re successful 
outcomes when there is adequate space for programs and a minimum of lockdowns that impede 
such programs. Fwther, rehabilitation programs achieve better results when inmates have 
incentive to participate in and complete such prpgrams. 
(e) PubIic safety is enhanced when probation and parole officers oversee manageable caseloads 
and can focus on serious and violent offenders. 
(f) California can protect public safety, save hundreds of millions of doIlars, and reduce the 
unnecessary incarceration of nonviolent offenders by: 
(1) expanding treatment opportunities for youth; 
(2) diverting nonviolent offenders to treatment and providing incentives for them to complete 
such treatment; 
(3) creating incentives for nonviolent inmates to behave in prison and to participate in and 
complete meaningful rehabilitation programs; and 
(4) focusing parole resources on more dangerous offenders, and extending the period of 
supervision for such offenders, while providing effective rehabilitation programs fox parolees. 
111. Oversight and Accountability Are Critical for Individual Offenders and for Systems 
(a) Offenders participating in rehabilitation and treatment programs in the criminal justice system 
must be held accountable by courts and parole authorities through the use of regular status 
hearings and structured responses to problems during treatment and rehabilitation. 
(b) The criminal justice system must recognize that addiction, by definition, is a chronic, 
relapsing disease, and that addiction, standing alone, is not a behavioral problem for which 
punishment is appropriate, Punishing addiction has not worked and has proven 
counterproductive. Accordingly, it is incumbent upon criminal justice professionals to adhere to 
scientific research and clinical best: practices that, among other things, recognize the various 
stages of recovery, endorse the use of incentives to improve treatment success rates, and sharply 
curtail the types and severity of sanctions used to respond to problems in treatment. 
(c) Oversight and evaluation of treatment and rehabilitation programs is essential to enswe that 
appropriate programs are offered and best practices are adopted. To this end, independent 
researchers should study treatment and rehabilitation programs for youth, nonviolent offenders, 
inmates and parolees, and should report those results to the public. In addition, government 
agencies implementing new treatment and rehabilitation programs should be monitored and 
guided by independent commissions and authorities, with public input, to keep these efforts 
transparent and responsive ta the public, 
IV. Treatment and Rehabilitation Are Already a Proven Success; Programs Should Be Improved 
and Expanded 
(a) Broadly based rehabilitation programs for nonviolent offenders in California are a proven 
success. In November 2000, the people approved Proposition 36, the Substance Abuse and 
Crime Prevention Act of 2000, requiring community-based drug treatment instead of 
incarceration for nonvioIent drug possession offenders, 
(b) Since its passage in 2000, Proposition 36 has offered treatment to over 190,000 non-violent 
drug possession offenders. It has guided roughly 36,000 people into treatment each year. 
(c) The treatment success rate for Proposition 36 is on a par with success rates found for some of 
the most effective treatment systems studied in California and across America. 
(d) Independent studies by researchers at the University of California, Los Angeles, show that 
Proposition 36 saves taxpayers between $2.50 and $4.00 for every $I .00 invested in the program. 
Overall, the program saved taxpayers nearly $1.8 billion during the first six years of the new 
law's implementation. 
(e) Despite its success, Proposition 36 treatment programs are not funded adequately. As a result, 
people in the program all too often receive less treatment, or the wrong kind of treatment, Two 
studies released in 2006 indicated that funding should be at least $228 million to $256 million, 
however, less than half the suggested amoukwas appropriated for fiscal year 2007-08, and 
counties are now sharply curtailing the type, intensity, and quality of treatment offered. 
California is better served by adequately investing in cost-effective treatment for nonviolent 
offenders. 
(f) Several other states have successfully reduced recidivism by former inmates by providing 
rehabilitation programs before and after release from prison. Small-scaIe efforts in recent years 
in California have been less successful, due to the limited scope of the programs and the 
substantial barriers to implementation of those programs. 
(g) It is time to expand drug treatment diversion pioneered by Proposition 36, and to coordinate, 
cohere, supervise, and, where appropriate, universalize multiple independent programs. 
(h) California must commit to providing effective treatment to low-level offenders caught up in 
the criminal justice system and continue this commitment to rehabilitation for persons who are 
incarcerated, and after their release. The failure to seize these opportunities to address some of 
the root causes of criminal behavior risks the retwn of many offenders to the criminal justice 
system. 
(i) Existing laws allowing people suffering from addiction to be prematurely terminated from 
treatment and incarcerated due to foreseeable relapses or problems should be amended to 
promote continued treatment, provided that a person is not committing additional crimes, 
('j) 'The use ofjail time to punish relapses and misbehavior during the treatment p r 
been pmved effective, and therefore should be reserved only for tha&%@le!8 
imminent risk of being terminated from probation and treatment, and 
h%i$P9wr 
graduated sanctions have failed. 
exm inprivesm 
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(k) Community-based treatment should be an option for a wider range of nonviolent offenders 
than covered by Proposition 36, provided that the offender's conduct is found to result primarily 
from the offender's underlying substance abuse problems. Where such offenders are afforded 
treatment instead of incarceration, the criminal justice system should be given additional tools 
and resources lo provide effective treatment, ensure offender accountability, and prevent future 
criminality. 
(1) In 2006, the Legislature passed a bill known as Senate Bill 1 137 (Chapter 63,2006 statutes) 
attempting to amend Proposition 36. The proposed amendments, however, were enjoined by a 
court as likely unconstitutional because they conflict with the original measure. If the 
amendments are eventually ruled invalid, the legislation calls for them to be placed before the 
electors, In considering this measure, the People are considering substantially similar legislation, 
and therefore declare it unnecessary and undesirable for the 2006 legislation to be referred to the 
ballot. 
SECTION 3.  Purposis and Intents. 
'I'he I'et~ple hereby dcclare ihat the intents and purposes of this measure are to: 
(a) Prevent crime, promote addiction recovery, provide rehabilitation services and restorative 
justice programs, and heighten accountability for youth and nonviolent offenders. 
(b) Reduce prison overcrowding and use prison beds primarily for serious and violent offenders 
and sex offenders, who pose the greatest risks to our communities. 
(c) Create a continuum of care providing drug treatment and related services for at-risk youth 
and for people entering treatment through the court system, with graduated steps tied to the 
severity of a person's substance abuse problems and criminal history, beginning with programs 
under Penal Code Section 1000. 
(d) Create a continuum of care providing rehabilitation programs for prison inmates, parolees 
and former parolees, with the goal of reducing recidivism and preventing future criminal activity 
by offering appropriate services whenever they are necessary. 
(e) Preserve valuable court resources currently spent processing adults caught possessing 
marijuana for personal use by penalizing possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal 
use as an infraction with a fine, diverting young people caught using marijuana into appropriate 
science-based drug education programs, and providing additional money for youth programs 
through the re-direction of fines paid by people caught possessing marijuana. 
(f) Limit the use of state prisons to punish minor parole violations by nonviolent parolees, 
provided that such parolees have never committed a serious or violent felony, a sex offense 
requiring registration, or a gang crime. 
(h) Provide appropriate incentives and rewards for nonviolent offenders, prisoners and parolees 
who participate in treatment and rehabilitation, to encourage participation and completion of 
such programs, 
(i) Improve the efficacy of our criminal justice system by making appropriate treatment and 
rehabilitative services a major focus in the processing of nonviolent offenders, 
0) Transform the culture of our state corrections system by elevating the mission of 
rehabilitation of prisoners and former inmates and integrating that mission with parole through 
creating new rehabilitation positions, including a new secretary, at the Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation. 
(k) Extend parole supervision for serious and violent offenders, and to reduce parole caseloads so 
that parole officers can focus on more dangerous offenders. 
(I) Refocus parole supervision for nonviolent offenders to prioritize their re-integration into 
society, free from lives of addiction and crime. 
(m) Fund adequately and to ensure effective, high quality treatment and rehabilitation programs 
for all of the populations referenced herein. 
(n) Provide a range of programs and incentives for nonviolent offenders, prison inmates and 
parolees, without limiting the range of programs or incentives that may be offered to persons 
who do not qualify under the terms of this measure. 
(0) Prevent overdose death and morbidity by offering overdose awareness and prevention 
education to inmates in county jails. 
(p) Ensure independent oversight and guidance to government agencies charged with 
implementing the programs outIined in this Act by appointing diverse groups of stakeholders to 
help serve as the public's eyes, ears, and voices in shaping and monitoring the implementation of 
the Act. 
(q) Strengthen California's drug courts by adequately funding those courts, permitting those 
courts to fashion their own eligibility criteria and operating procedures, and holding them 
accountable by requiring those courts, for the fvst time, to systematically collect and report data 
regarding their budgets, expenditures, operations, and treatment outcomes. 
(r) Provide voters with the find say on these matters at the time of the eIection on this measure, 
and to herefore strike a provision of Senate Bill 1 137 (Chapter 63,2006 statutes) that might 
otherwise require a future election on substantially the same subject, 
SECTION 4. Addition of a Secretary of Rehabilitation and Parole to the Department of 
Corrections and Rehabilitation, 
Section 12838 of the Govenunent Code is hereby mended to read: 
1283 8. (a) There is hereby created in state government the Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation, to be headed by ...r,,,,t,,, fwo secreiuries who shall be known US 
the Secretary of Rehabili~ation and Pa~~ole and she Secretaly of Corrections. The Secretary of 
Rehabilitution and Parole shall be appointed by the Governor no l a m  than Februaiy 1, 2009, 
subject to Senare conjrnaarion, and shall serve a six-year term. Tke Secretary of Corrections 
shall be appointed by the Governor, subject to Senate confirmation, and shall serve at the 
pleasure of the Governor. The secretaries shall be eligible for reappointment. The Department 
of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall consist of Adult Operations, Adult Programs, Juvenile 
Justice, the Corrections Standards Authority, &+Be& cf P- the State 
Commission on Juvenile Justice, the Prison Industry Authority, axt$ the Prison Industry Board, 
and Parole Policy, Program and Hearings, to include the Board ofPorole Hearings. The 
duties of the two secretaries shall be divided as follows: 
( I )  The Secretary of Rehabilitation a~ld Parole shall have primmy responsibility forpa~*ole 
policies and ~.ehabiEiiationpvograms, including all such programs 
whether inside prison or odside, d the egedve dale of this 
us [hose selfordh in Psnal Code sections 4056.5 and 5060; 
75 :Q\ W! 1- HPT B@Z 
cs 
(2) The Sec~era~y of Corrections shall have primmy responsibility for institutions and shall 
exercise duties such as those set forth in Penal Code sections 5054.1 5054.2, 5061, 5062, 5063, 
5084 and 5084; 
(3) The Legislature shall by a majority vote delineate the responsibilities of the secretaries 
comistenr with lhe purposes and intents of rhe fr respective positions. 
(b) The Governor, upon recommendation of the & secretaries, may appoint two 
undersecretaries of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, subject to Senate 
confirmation, The undersecretaries shall hold office for a term offive years 7 
Gwmw. One undersecretary shall oversee program support and t h e  other undersecretary shall 
oversee program operations for the department. The undersecretaries serving at the effective 
daie of this Act shall continue to sene at the pleasure of the Governor, 
(c) The Governor, upon recommendation of the w e & q  secreiaries, shall appoint three chief 
deputy secretaries, subject to Senate confirmation, who shall hold office for a term o f ' v e  years 
, . 
,+a One chief deputy secretary shall oversee adult aperdtions, one 
chief deputy secretary shdl oversee adult programs, and one chief deputy secretary shall oversee 
juvenile justice for the department. The chief deputy secrefaries serving at the effective date of 
this A d  shall continue to serve at the pleasure of the Governor. 
(d) The Governor, upon recommendation of the seee+ay secretaries, shall appoint an assistant 
secretary, subject to Senate confirmation, who shali be responsible for health care policy for the 
department, and shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor, 
(e) The Govemar, upon recommendation of the sewWy secretaries, shall appoint an Assistant 
Secretary for Victim and Survivor Rights and Services, and an Assistant Secretary for 
Correctional Safety, who shall sene at the pleasure of the Governor, 
SECTION 5 .  Section 12838.1 of the Government Code is hereby amended to read: 
12838.1. There is hereby created within the Department of Corrections and Rehabilita~ion, under 
the Chief Deputy Secretary for Adult Operations, the Division of Adult I n s t i t u t i o n s ~  
. . .  v.M 7Re division shdl be headed by a division chief, who 
shall be appointed by the Governor, upon recommendation of the secretaries, subject to 
Senate confirmation, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor. 
(b) The Governor shall, upon recommendation of the sw=e&q secretaries, appoint five 
subordinate officers to the Chief of the Division of Adult Institutions, subject to Senate 
confirmation, who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor. Each subordinate oficer 
appointed pursuant to this subdivision shall oversee an identified category of adult institutions, 
one of which shall be female offender facilities. 
. ,, 
SECTION 6 .  section 1283 8.2 of the Government Code is hereby amended to read: 
12838.2. (a) There is hereby created within the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, 
under the Chief Deputy Secretary for Adult Programs, the Division of Community Partnerships, 
the Division of Education, Vocations and Offender Programs, and the Division of Correctional 
Health Care Services, Each division shall be headed by a chief who shall be appointed by the 
Governor, at the recommendation of the -secretaries, subject to Senate confirmation, 
who shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor. 
(3) There is hereby created within the Departmen1 of Corrections and Rehabilitation, under rhe 
Secretary of Aeha b ilitaition and Parole, the Division of Parole Policy, Programs and Hearings, 
which, nohui6hstanding any other law, shall include the Board of Parole Hearings and the Adult 
Parole Operations A u t h o r i ~  and which shall retain all of the powers, duties, ~.esponsibilities, 
obligations, liabilities a~ld jurisdiction of the former Division of Adult Parole Operarions. The 
division shall be headed by a chief who shun be appointed by the Gover~lor, upon 
recornrnepadatlopl of the Secretary of Rehabilitation and Parole, and who shall serve ajlve-year 
term and who shall be eligible for reappointment. The Sec~mebaqt of Rekabilitatlon and Parole 
sham ensure !hat the Division of Parole Poky, Programs and Hearings fully coordinades 
acfivifies, as appropriate, wirh the ofher divisions under his or her direct rruthoriry, c1.r well ns 
with ofher divisions of the Departnmenr, with the goal of successful reintegration offormer 
inmates into society. 
(c) There is hereby created within the Department of Cor~.ectiuns and Rehabilitation, under the 
Secretary ofRehabilitation and Parule, the Division of Research for Recove~y and Re-Entry 
Martem. This division shalI be headed by a chief who shall be appointed by  he Secretary of 
Rehbilitation and Parole, who shall serve ajive-year term, and who shaII be eligible for 
reappointment. This division shall coordinate data collection and publish information about the 
Department 3 iehabi1itutionp~-ogpam comissenr with the maadares of the Parole Reform 
Oversight and Accounfabilip Board. Nothing in this section precludes the Legislature by 
majoriiy vote from creuting uddilional divlsiom under the Secretary of Rehabilitation and 
Papdole. 
SECTION 7 .  Section 12838.4 of the Government Code is hereby amended to read: 
12838.4. The Board of Parole Hearings is hereby created. The Board of Parole Hearings shall be 
comprised of 47 29 commissioners, who shall be appointed by the Governor, upon 
recommenda~ion of the Secretav of Rehabilitation and P a r o l e , c  
for three-year terms, The Board of Parole Hearings hereby succeeds to, and is vested with, all the 
powers, duties, responsibilities, obligations, liabilities, and jurisdiction of the following entities, 
which shall no longer exist: Board of Prison Terms, Narcotic Addict Evaluation Authority, and 
Youthful Offender Parole Board. For purposes of this article, the above entities shall be known 
as "predecessor entities," Notwithstandi~lg this section, conanaissioners who are sewing on the 
Board of Parole Hearings on the eflective dare of this A d  shall sene the remrainde~. of [heir 
terms. 
SEC1.ION 8 .  Section 12838.7 of the Government Code is hereby%k&c#(b #&13M330 
12838.7. (a) The % e & q  Secretaries of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall 
serve as the Chief Executive Oficers of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation and 
shall have all of the powers and authority within their respective jurtdici;ons,'as delimafed by 
the Legislature purszdunt to the terms of subdivision (a) ofSectio~r 12838, which are conferred 
upon a head of a state department by Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 1 1 150) of Part 1 of 
Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, 
(b) Without limiting any other powers or duties, the sew&q secrefaries shall assure compliance 
with the terms of any state plan, memorandums of understanding, administrative order, 
interagency agreements, assurances, single state agency obligations, federal statute and 
regulations, and any other form of agreement or obligation that vital government activities rely 
upon, or are a condition to, the continued receipt by the department of state or federal funds or 
services. This includes, but is not limited to, the designation, appointment, and provision of 
individuals, groups, and resources to fulfill specific obligations of any agency, board, or 
department that is abolished pursuant to Section 1283 8.4 or 1283 8.5. 
SECTION 9. Section 12838.12 ofthc Government Code is hereby amended to read: 
1283 8.12. (a) Any officer or tmpIoyee of the predecessor entities who is engaged in the 
performance of a function specified in this reorganization plan and who is serving in the state 
civil service, other than as a temporary employee, shall be transferred to the Department of 
Corrections and Rehabilitation pursuant to the provisions of Section 19050.9. 
(b) Any officer or employee of the continuing entities who is engaged in the performance of a 
function specified in this reorganization plan and who is serving in the state civil service, other 
than as a temporary employee, shall continue such status with the cantinuing entity pursuant to 
the provisions of Section 19050.9. 
(c) The status, position, and rights of any officer or employee of the predecessor entities shaH not 
be affected by the transfer and shall be retained by the person as an officer or employee of the 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, as the case may be, pursuant to the State Civil 
Service Act (Part 2 (commencing with Section 18500) of Division 5 of Title 2 of the 
Government Code), except as to a position that is exempt from civil service. 
(d) It is the inlenb of the People that io the extent permitted by Iw unypositions crealedpursuanr 
lo this Act under the Secrela~yfor Rehabilitation and Parole shall be occupied by the same 
category of rehabilirata'on personnel, sworn peoce oficers and other employees employed by the 
Department to provide services prior to this Act, and that the sratus, position, and rights of any 
oflcer UP employee ofrhe Departmenr of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall not be affected by 
the structural changes to [he Department required by the Act, and oflcers and employees shall 
be retained by che Depcrrtmentpursuanr to rhe Sfate Civil Service Acr (Pmr 2 (commencing with 
Section 18500) of Division 5 of Title 2 of the Government Code), except as to a position [hat is 
exempt f rom civil senlice. 
SECTION 1 0. Section 1 283 8.13 of the Government Code is hereby amended to read: 
12838.13. This article as amended shaI1 become operative as of July 1,2885 2009, except that 
the Secrebary of Rehabilitation and Parole skull be appointed by Fe b ~ u u y  1, 2009, as provided. 
SECTION 1 1 . Section 1 2 1 0 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1210. As used in Sections 1210.01 60 1210.05, inclusive, andSectioos 1210.1, 1210.2 and 
3063. I of this code, and Division 10.8 (commencing with Section 1 1999.4) of the Health and 
Safety Code, the following definitions apply: 
(a) The term "nonviolent drug possession offense'' means the unlawful personal use, possession 
for personal use, or transportation for personal use, or bsing under the iPafluence of any 
controlled substance identified in Section 1 1054,11055,11056,11057 or 1 1058 of the Health 
and Safety Code, or ofany controlled substance analog as defned in Section 11 401 of the 
Health and Safety Code, or the offense of being under the influence of a controlled substance in 
vioiation of Section 1 1550 of the Health and Safety Code, or of any drugpuruphernalia oflense 
as defined in Section 11364 of the Health and Sufi@ Code or Section 4140 ofthe Business and 
P~.c?fissiona Code. The term "nonviolent drug possession offense" does not include the 
possession for sale, transportatianfor sale, production, or manufacturing of any controlled 
substance and does not include violations of Section 4573.6 or 4573.8. A j u ~ y ' s  determiflation 
that a defendant is guilty of simple possession is a dispositive finding that the d e f i h n t  is 
eligible for probatio~l under this Act absent other disqualrBing factors set forth in separate 
sections of the Act People v. Dove, 124 Cal.App.4th 1 (2004), is hereby nullfled. 
(b) The tern "drug treatment program, " "interim treatment program or "drug treatment" means 
a &&a licensed or certified community drug treatment program, which may include one or more 
of the following: science-based drug education, outpatient services, medicalion-assisted 
treatment r,,lnnnma,*esididentiaI treatment, mental health services 
-, and aftercare or conttnuing c u r e d .  The term "drug treatment 
program" or "drug treatment" includes a drug treatment program operated under the direction of 
the Veterans Health Administration of the Department of Veterans Affairs or a program 
specified in Section 8001. That type of program shall be eligible to provide drug treatment 
services without regard to the licensing or certification provisioni required by this subdivision. 
Detax~ficatr'or? services in a non-custodial setting, a d o r  mental health services, may be 
provided us apart ofdrug #reatmend as defined in this subdivi.rion, but neither sewice shall be 
deemed suflcient to serve as treatment. The term "drug treatment program" or "drug treatment" 
does not include drug treatment programs offered in a prison,+ jail or other cus~odial facility. 
(c) The term "~rzedicatiw~~-assisded tr atment" means the medically indicated and medically 
managed use of any prescr@tion medication, with the defendnt 's consent, as a part of drug 
beatment, or as a cumplemen~ or supplemenr to such treament. Examples include, but are not 
limitgd ro, the use of a~zri-psychorics, relapse prevention medications, mood sfabilizsrs, and 
opioid agoplistx (including methadone and buprenorphine). Drugs or medicines used as a part of 
medicalion-assisbed treatment are presermptively a legitimate and aELowabke ex ewe in addilion 
lo [he cosls qf treatrraer~i services, 3 l ~ l ~  10 ~81&1133~ 
@(d) The term "harm reducrion therapy" a d  "harm reduction services" means programs 
guided by a public health philosophy which promotes methods of reducing the physical, social, 
emotional, and economic harms associated with drug misuse and other harmfil behaviors on 
individuals, their families, and their communities, Harm reducrion therapy recognizes that 
people use drugs, includi~lg alcohol, for a varie p of reasons, and strives for an integrated 
lrsatment approach that addresses the complex relationship that people develop with 
psychoactive substances over the course of their lives, in the context of the social and 
occupational impacts apad psychological and emotional implicas~ons of their substance misuse. 
Harm reduction programs are Pee ofjudgment or blame and direc#';v involve the clienf in setting 
his or her own goals, 
(e) The term "successful completion of treatment" means that a defendant who has had drug 
treatment imposed as a condition of probation has completed the prescribed course of drug 
treatment as recornmended by the treatment provider and ordered by the court and, as a result, 
there is reasonable cause to believe that the defendant will not wbuse controlled substmccs in the 
future. Succes~fidl [ompletion of treatment shall not 
require tern~innlion or d'ctoxflca~ iunfiom med!cntion-assisfed treu/ments, or other. wredicnrio~?.~ 
which fhe court may trerrfi to be taken pursuant to a validprescription or otherwise taken 
consistenr with state I&. 
f83@ The term "misdemeanor not related to the use of drugs" means a misdemeanor that do& 
not involve ( I )  the simple possession or use of drugs or drug paraphernalia, being present where 
drugs are used, or failure to register as a drug offender, or (2) any activity similar to those listed 
in (1). 
(gj The term "cli~aical assessment" means an evpluafion performed by a quaEped health care 
profe~sioaal or drug treatment professional certx'fied by the state Departmen1 of A Icohol and 
Drug Programs, pursuant to regulations approved by the Oversight Commission, using a 
s fandurdized tool to determine isn individual 's social and educational history, drug use history, 
addiction sever@ and other factors indicating the individual's needs and the appropriate course 
of drug treatment, including opioid agonist treament. When appropriate, a clinical assessment 
may include a separate evaluation of menial health nee& and/or psychiatric and psychological 
factors. 
0 The term "crimiml history evaluation" means a report by aprobation department or other 
entity appoinfed by the court detuiding a defendant's history of a~resi, coptvicfion, incarceration 
and recidivism. Such an evaluation may include opinions or recorpzmendutions regarding the risk 
of recidivism by the defendant and appropriate monitoring candifions for the defendunt. 
(i) The lerm "addiction mining" shall mean an educabional program about drug abuse and 
addiction intended for an audience ofpersons work i~g  with defendants placed info treatmenl 
under the ternas of this Act. The objectives and content of addiction training progvams shall be 
established by the Department ofAlcohol and Drug Prugmms in collaboration with a statewide 
association ofphysicia~ls specializing in addiction and with the Jztdicial Council; provided, 
however, thut one required portion of every addicfion bcrining course shall consist of education 
regarding opioid addiction and opioid agoptist therapies and one portion shall cover principles 
and practices of harm reduction, Such training programs may be paid for from the Su bsrance 
Abuse Treatment Trust Fund, in an amount approved by the Qversighr Commission. 
0) ')Yncentives and rewar&" means a respome by a treatment provider or by the court 60 a 
client Is or defendant's progress, attainment of certain goals or benchmarks, or other good 
behavior in the course of treatment pursuant to this section, or the promise of such rewards, 
intended to encourage f u ~ r e  progress and good behavior-, Counties may spend funds allocated 
under this section 60 provide a range of such benefits to persons undergoing treatmend pursuant 
to this section, consistent with regulations approved by the Oversight Commission, The 
Department ofAlcohol and Drug Programs shall annually publish a list of examples of 
appropriate incentives and rewards. 
fi) The term "drug-reluted condition ofprobation" s h l l  be i~lfe~preted broadly and shall 
include, but not be limited to, a probationer's specijic drug treatment regimen, employment, 
vocational training, educa tioml programs, psychological counseling, and family counseling. 
0) "Gmduated sunction " means cr response by a ~reairnenr provide or !q! rhe colrrt to cr client ',Y 
or defePldantls mifbehavior, probation violasions or relapse during treatment, intended to hold a 
person accounaable for his or her actions, provide a negative comequenee and deterfurure 
problemspom occurring, :.mctiom are g~aduoted  in that they begfn with a minimal negative 
consequence and become more onerous with additional misbehavior, violabio~zs or relapses, 
Examples may include, but not be limited to, requiring additional visits lo treatment, increased 
frequency ofdrug testing, attendance at a greater number of court sessions or community 
service. i%e Department ofA2cohol and Drug Progrums shall annually publish a list of 
examples of appropriate sanctions, Graduated sanctions do not include jail sanctia~ls. 
(nt) "Jail sancdion " meam the imposition of a term of incarceration in a eouny jail in response 
ro a defe~zdunt 's misbebvior or probation violafiom. The length of time allowable f o ~  a jail 
suptction may be spec fied by statute; othe wise,  no jail sanction s h l l  exceed 1 0 days. Imposition 
of a jail sanction does plot require, or imply, the termination of drug treatment. 
When determining whsrher to impose jail sanctions, bhe court shall consider, among other 
factors, the seriousness of !he viollation, previous treatment compliance, employmens, educarion, 
vocational training, medical conditions, medical treatment, including opioid agonist Ireatment, 
and including the opinion ofthe defendant's licensed and treating physician if available and 
presenred at the hearing, child support obligafiom, and family responsibilities, The court shall 
also consider wkerher illicit drugs are available in the county's jail, the prevalence of drug use 
therein, and any documented impact of drug-related hurms resultingfrorn drug use in jail. 
(n) '' Youth pragrarns " means non-custodia2programs and services for youth under the age of 18 
who are considered to be nonvioIent and at risk of committing future drug offenses, pursua~ld to 
guidelines wrablished by the Oversight Cummission. Services may include, but shal! not be 
limited to: drug treatment programs; family rherupy for the ourh, arenf, guardian or primary 
caregiver; mental heallh counucling; pfychia fric m e d i c o r i o $ ~ ~ z ~ a ~ & ~ ~ ~ 2 8 M ~ i o n ~ ~  
educalion siipend.~ for fees at univer.ri9, college, technical orfp@ 
~w&mt sripe~rd.~; und trupz.sportafion to any ofthese services. 
SECTION 12. Section 12 10.01 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
121 0.01 Assessmend of Defendants Prior to Charging or Eligibility Defermipaation 
Notwithstanding any other prov ision of law, the court may order a clinical assessment and/or 
criminal hislory evaluation for any person arrestedfor an offense that might result in diversion 
and freatment under Track I ,  Track II, or Track IIJ as provided in sections I21 0.03 to 121 0.05, 
inclusive, section 121 0. I and section 121 0.2. The costs of the clinical assessment shall be 
reimbursable from funds providedpursuant to this Act. The defendant shall have the right do 
cozdplsel and may refuse the clinical assessment and/or any interview for the criminal history 
evaluario~z until CIfteer the arraignment and apiea is entered. 
For any defendanl who does appear for a clinical assessment or criminal history evaluarion, no 
sraternent made by the defendant, or any information revealed during the course of the 
assessment or evaluation with respect to the specific offense with which the defendant is charged 
shall be admissible in any action or p~*oceeding brought subsequently, inciuding a sentepzcifig 
I~euritzg. 
SECTION 13. Section 12 10.02 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
121 0.02 Treatment Placement, Monitoring Conditions, Payment, Judicial Training 
(a) Any defendant found eligible for trsalment diversion under Track I, Track II or Track 1x1 
shall be placed into uppropriate Peatment and shall have monitoring condifions imposed 
copasi,~tent with the following terms: 
( I )  In determining an appropriate treatmentprogmm, she court must rely upon the clinical 
assessment of the defendant. 
Prior ro a final determination of the appropriate treatment program a~ad the availability of such 
a program for the defendant, the court may order the defendant to attend any available treatment 
program thar partly serves the defendanl's needs as an interim measure for purposss of quickly 
engaging the defendant in treatment, provided that such an interim placement shall be for no 
more than sixty dcays. Defendants who refuse to attend suck an interim treatment program shall 
not accrue viol~tivm af drug-related conditions ofprobarion until placement in apt appropriate 
trealmend program, Defendan ts who participate in un inlerim Creabment progum shall not 
accrue program violations or violations of drug-relafed conditions ofprobation while artending 
an ipllerim placement. The court shall credit the time that the defendant attends an interim 
brealmenrprogram toward rhe overall period of treatment required. 
(2) The court shall refer she defendant to opioid agonist treatmenr or ofher medication-assisted 
trearments where the clinical assessment indicates the need fop* such treabrnenf, 
(3) In determining the uPPiodriute monitoring conditions and requirements impoxed upon the 
defendant, the court must rely upon the criminal history evaluation and clinical assessment, 
(4) A defindant may request to be referred 60 a drug trealment propam in any county. 
(5) Any defendant who is participating in a treatrtamt program in Track I, Track I1 or Track 111 
may be required ro undergo analysis of his or her urine for the purpose of testing for the . 
presence of uny drug as part offhe program. The results of such analysis may be used solely as 
a treatment loo/ to taiEor the respowe afthe treafmenrprogram and ihe court to the defe~zdu~tt 's 
relapse, Such results shall be given no greater weight than any other aspects of the defePrdant's 
individual treameptprogam. Results of such testing shall nut be admissible as a basis for any 
new criminal prosecution or proceeding, nor shall such results be cause, in and of themselves, 
for the cours #a enter judgment in a case where the defendant has had entry ofjudgmenr deferred 
under Track I diversion, or- for the court to find t k t  a violation ofprobation has occurred. A 
court may consider a test result as positive only if the laboratory performing such afialysis 
utilized the following procedures and standwds: validio testing, initial und co~Jrmation 
tesling, cutoff eoncen&ations, dilution and aBuIferaiio~1 criteria, and split specimen procedures. 
(6) No person otherwise eligible for breabpnent shall be denied access fu tPeutment due ro the 
presence ofa co-occzlrOrigq psychiatric or developmenral di.rorder or Inngwage barrier, nor shull 
an eligible dejedunt be required to cease the use of any medicafion-assisted treatments, or , 
orher medications taken pursuant to a validpr6scription or otherwise taken consistent with state 
law, subject to court verfication. 
(7) In addirion to any Jne assessed under other provisions of law, the trial judge may require 
any person placed in Track 2 Track I1 or Track 111 treatment who is reasonab!y able to do so to 
contribufe to the cost ofhis or her owptplaceme~at in an appropriate hug treatment program, 
detox$cation services or urinalyh~is, provided that: 
(A) Failure to pay such costs shall not be grounh for a treatmenrprovidgr to refuse fo report a 
clie~zt Is completio~l of a program. 
(B) Failure to pay such costs shall not be grounds for a court to deny diismissal of charges, 
indicintenl, compIainl or conviction. 
(C) Failure to pay such costs shall not be gmurz& to re@e to seal recur& upon satifactory 
performance or successful completion ofareamtent under Trach I or II, respectively. 
(D) Before or after ihe compl~tion of treafment, the court may require community service as an 
alterpaative to rhe payment of outstandingfees, flnes or court costs, or may use adminisbrafive or 
civil methods to require puyment of any outstanding amount. 
(E) A person who is  unable to pay the cost of his or her placement in a drug treatment program 
shall not be deprived of appropriate drug treatment or urinalysis ordered by the court, 
(8) The court may aIso require participation in educati @@Q~T~X[~~?# ,"fy":;g, 
, fnm ily counseling2 health care, including mental healtVsewiees, lt 
communi~  service, harm reduction services, und any o t $ ~  @a@pa&idont$ud as 
appropriate by the dinlcab assessment ofthe defendant or through other evaluatio~s of the 
defendant 's needs. 
(3) ABer July 1, 2010, every judge regulurlypresiding over a Track I, Track II or Track I11 
diversion case after a defendant is ordered to appear for a clinical assessment shall annually 
complele an addicrion training course. 
SECTION 14, Section 1210.03 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
121 0.03 Track I. neabment Diversion widh Deferred Entry of Judgment, 
(a) No fwithsdanding any other provision of law, h u g  fpeatment shall be provided to eligible 
defendants. A defmdant is eligible for 6he disposition options, sanctions and peaimentprogrums 
of Track I diversion 8 
(1) The defendant is charged with one or more nonviolent drug possession ofenses. 
(2) The defendant has Paever been convicted of an offense defi~led in subdivision (c) of Section 
667.5 as a violent felony or any ofense deJned in stdbdivision (c) of Section 1192.7 as a serious 
felony. 
(3) The defendaM has no prior convictio~z for anyfelony,. other than a single nonviolent drug 
possesxion oflense, within jive years prior to fhe alleged commission of the charged offense, 
(4) The defendant is not charged with any other offense that is not a nonviolent drug possession 
ofense. 
(b) A def~ndanr who is not eligible solely because of a concurrepat charge for another ofeptse as 
provided in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a), whether in the same or another case, an the same 
or another jurisdiction, may be deemed eligible for Track I treatment pursuant to this section if 
the corn determines ahat id is in the interest of the defendanf and in #hefirp.theruptce ofjuslics to 
perm it deferred entry ofjudgment. 
(c) A defendant may refuse Track I treatment. No defendant shall be ruled ineligible for Track / 
treatment solely because offailure 60 complete a diversion program oflered pursuant to Penal 
Code Section 1000. 
(dl A defense attorney, aprosecuting attorney, or the court on its own motion, may request Track 
I treatment diversionfor any defendant when it appears that the defindsnt meets the criteria set 
forth in Section 12 I0,03(a) or the court has made the Jndings specijed in Secfion 1210.03@). 
The couri shall order an evidenliary hearing in any case in which there is a dispute os lo the 
dejendanr 's ellgibilip for Track I treatment diversion. The prosecudion shall have the burden 60 
prove that the defendant is not eligible. Ifthe defendant is found ineiigible, the court shall state 
the grounds for soJndilzg on !he record. 
(e) Ifthe court determines that a! defendant is eligiblefor Track I treatment diversion, the court 
shall provide the following to the defendupla and his or her attorney; 
( I )  ABII description of the procedures for Track I treatment diversion, including any waivers 
required of the defendant, the defendant 's right to refuse the program, the defindant 's rights 
during she program, the potential duration ofthe program, the benefits a defendant may expect 
for compdeting the program and the consequences of failure to complete the program, 
(2) A general explanation of the roles and authorities of [he probation department, the 
prosecuting attorney, she program, a d  the court iia the process. A n  explanadion of criminal 
record retention and disposition resulting from participation in the deferred entry ofjudgment 
program and the defendant's rights relative fo a m e r i n g  questions about his or her arrest and 
deferred en@ of judgment following successful completion of the program. 
fl Ifthe defendant came fits and waives his or her right to a speedy trial or a speedy prelimha y 
hearing, the court shull grant deferred e n 0  ofjudgment ifthe defencdanf pleads guilw to the 
ahwge or. charges cind r,irnives time for the pror?oz,mcement of jrrdgmenl. 
(g;) At the time that deferred entry of judgment is grunted, any bail bond or undertaking, or 
deposit in lieu thereof, o n j i e  by or on behalfof the defendant shall be exonerated. 
(3) At the time deferred entry ofludgmenf is granted the court shall sealporn public view all 
records andfiles concerning the qualiBing offense, including all recorh of arrest and detention, 
fur the period rhe dtlfertdant is participating in a treatment program referred to in this section or 
is on a waiting list for aprogram referred to in this secfiopl. 
(i)  The court shall order the defendant ta appear for a clinical assessment and criminal history 
evaluation, and shall fhereajer orhr  the defendant to attend and complete an appropriate 
freatmerat program, Ifthe dejkndumt had a clinical assessment pe firmedpriov to a 
determination of eligibilidy, the COUP-t may order a new assessment. lPle court shall thereafter 
place the defendant in t~eatmenl and set monidoring conditions co~lsisrenf with the t e r m  and 
requirements ofSection 1210,02, 
Q) g a  defindartt receives deferred entry ofjudgmena under dhis sectioq and has not yet beguu 
treatmen# within 330 days of bhe grant of defe~*red entPy ofjudgment, the couri shall conduct a 
hearing to determine the reasonsfor the defendan f 3 failure to begin treatment. The court s h l l  
consider evidence porn the parties, probation deparmzent and treatmepar provider. At the 
hearing, the defendant may refise treatment and deferred entry ofjudgment. 
r t h e  defindant does not refuse treatment, the courr muy re-refir h e  defirtdapzt to the treatment 
program and may impose graduated sanctio~ls or may enter judgment for the defendant's failure 
to start treatment, provided, however, tho1 sanctions shall not be imposed or judgment entered 
when the Xefind~ns's failure to begin treatment resultedfro 
appropriate trealpnent in ri timely manner or from Ihe 
reasonab[y accessible, such as the.fai2ure to ofcr child care foe g gp-pfiqdflp*~ orfailu~e 
to provide transportation ifneeded A dejindantfor whomjudgme~lt is entered due to failure to 
begin treatment shall be transferred to Tmck II treatment diversion. 
The court shall collect and report all data relevant to a defendant's failure to begin treatment 
within 30 days, the reasons therefore, and the court's responses, an any form rgquired by the 
Oversight Commission. Such da6a regarding treatment show rates shall 'be published by the 
Departmenfi or researchers designated by the Oversight Cornmission, on a counby-by-counfy and 
srarewide basis, not less than once per year. 
(k) The period during which deferred entry ofjudgment is granted shall be for no less than six 
months nor longer than 18 months. Progress reports shall Be filed with the court by the 
treatment provider and the probation department as directed by the COWL 
0) No statement that is made during the course of treatment or any information procured 
sherepom, wifh respect 10 the specifzc offense with which the defendant is charged shall be 
admissible in any action or proceeding brought subsequently, including a sentencing hearing. 
(m) Deferrsd enby ofjudgment for a violation ofsection 11368 of the Health and Sufi@ Code 
shall not prohibit any administrative agencyfrom raking discipli~lary lactio~l against a licensee or 
from denying a liceme. Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed ro expand or resb-ict the 
provisions of Section 121 0.05. 
(n) A defendant's plea of guilty pursuant to this chapter shall not constitute a conviction for any 
purpose unless a judgment of guilty is entered pursuant to Section 121 0,04. 
(oJ During periodic review hearings to evaluate a defendant 's progress, the C O U ~  shall conrider 
the use of incentives and rewar& to encourage continuedprogress, and may impose graduated 
sanctions in response to problems reported by the treatmend provider or probation department, 
or in the court's discretion, without entry ofjudgment, The court may not impose a jail sanctio~l 
on a defendant participating in Track 1 treatment diversion. 
(Pi Ifthe defind~nr has perfumed satisfactorily during the period in which deferred entry of 
judgment was panfed, the criminal charge or charges shall be dismissed and the case records 
andjles shall be permanently seuled, including any record of arrest and derention, 
SECTION 1 5 ,  Section 12 1 0.04 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
121 0.04. rit appears to the treatment provider, the prosecuting attorney, the courr, or the 
probation department that  he defendant is performing slnsutisfacrorily in the assignedprogram, 
or the defendant is convicted of a misdemeanor not related to [he use of drugs, or the defendant 
is coravicied of a felony that is not a nonviolent drug possession ofense, or the defendant has 
engaged in criminal conduct rendering him or her unsuitable for deferred entry djudgvnent, fhe 
prosecuting aftorney or the courr on its own, may make a motion for entry ofjudgment, 
After notice to the defendant, the court shall hold a hewing lo derermi~ze whether judgment 
should be en te~ed .  !f h e  court jnds  that the defendan! i.~ not performing safi~facforily in the 
assigne H program, or that the defendant is not benefibi ng from education, treatment, or 
rehabilitation, or the eoetrtJnds that the defendant has been convicted of a crime as indicated 
above, or that the defindmt has engaged in criminal conduct rendering him or her unsuitable 
for deferred e n t y  ofjudpenr, the court shall render ajnding of guilt to the charge or charges 
pled, enter judgment, and schedule a seplfencing hearing as otherwise provided in this code. 
In determining whether the defendant hspeP-formed satis-ctorily or unsafisfactoriIy in any 
treatment program, the court shall be mided by the evaluation provided for the court by the 
qua2@ed treatment professions 1 in charge of the defendant 's treatment prog~am, and she 
treaiment provider's opi~lion as to the prospectsfor the defePadant to return to treatment and 
continue treatment successfirlly with changes in the treatment plan, 
I f  the court does not enter judgment, the treatment plan may be amended, and graduated 
sanctions may be imposed, consistent with the recommendation of the ireaiment provider. 
If the court does enter judgment, the court shall sentence the defendant to Track II pro bation and 
frerrrmen!. !f eligible. If the d~'fi~7dclnr hlrs conmitred u 17e1tl offense lhcrt is rr n~isdemecrnor not 
related to the use of drugs or a felony that is not a nonviolent d~ugpossession offense, 
sentenci~rg is not copstrolled by this section. 
SECTION 16. Section 12 10.05 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
12 1 0.05 (a) Any recordjilcd with the Department of Justice shall indicate the disposition in 
those cases deferredpursuanr to this chapter. Notwithsta~ading any other provision of law, upon 
S U C C ~ S S ~ U ~  completion of a deferred enrry ofjudgmenrprogram, the arrest upon which the 
judgment wm defirred shall be deemed lo huve never occurred, The defendant may indicate in 
response 60 any quesfion concerni~zg his or her prior criminal record that he or she was not 
arrested or granted deferred enty  ofjudgment for the offense, except as specified in subdivision 
Ib), A record pertaining to an arrest resulting in successful cokpletion of a deferred entry of 
judgment program shall not be used in any w q  that could result in the denial of any 
employment, benefit, license, or certijlcate. 
fi) The defendand shaM be a h t e d  that, regardless of his or her successful completion of the 
deferred entry ofjudgment program, the arrest upon which the judgment was deferred may be 
disclosed by the Depardmni of Justice in response to any peace oflcer applfcaiion request and 
that, o lot with tan ding subdivision (a), this section does not relieve him or her of the obligation to 
dhclose the arrest in response to any direct quescfon conial'neb in any questionnaire or 
applicatio~z for aposftio~1 as a peace oflcer, us defined in Section 830. 
SECTION 17. Section 12 10.1 of the Penal Code is hereby amended to read: 
Section 12 10.1 Track I1 Treutmsnt Diversion After a Conviction. 
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, and except as proviw:# vti~w&~any 
person who is ineligible, fbr Truck I dtIferred enlry diversion and is convlcte o a nonvi 
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drug possession offense shall receive probation. As a condition of probation the cow? shall 
require participation in and completion of an appropriate drug treatment program. R+wwMd 
-A court may not impose incarceration as an additional condition of 
probation. The court shall order the defendunn to appear for a clinical assessmePat and criminal 
hisrory evaluation, and shall the~eafrer order the defendant to attend and complete apl 
appropinre peatmenf program. Ifthe defindant had a clinics! assessment perfor.rnedp~ior bo a 
d~lerrninadion of eligibility, the court may order a new assessment. The court shall thereafter 
place the defendunt in treatment and set monitoring conditions consistent with the terms and 
requirernenfs of Section 121 0.02. 
(3) Aside from the limitations imposed in this subdivision, the trial c o w  is not otherwise limited 
in the type of probation conditions it may impose. Probation shall be imposed by suspending the 




(c) Upon grantingprobation under subdivision (a), the court shall seal all records andfiles 
concerning the qualifying oflense, including all records of uirest, detention, and conviction, fur 
the period that the defendant is in h-eatmertt or on a waiting list for treatment. 
(d) To the greatest extent possible, any person who is convicted of, and placed on probation 
pursuant to this section for a nonviolent drug possession offense shall be monitored by the court 
through the use of a dedicated court calendar and the incorporation of a collaborative court 
model of oversight that includes close collaboration with treatment providers and probation, drug 
testing commensurate with treatment needs, and supervision of progress through review 
. . . . . . hearings. A
(e) Anyperson who 
section shull not be 
11590 of the Health 
has been ordered to complete a drug treatment program pursuant to this 
requi~ed to comply with the h u g  oflender registration provisions of section 
and Safe0 Code dur f ng the course of treatment. Said exemption will 
become permanent upon the successful completion of the drug treatment program. A ~ a y  person 
convicted of a nonviolent drug offense that was deemed ineligible for participation in or has 
been excEerdedfiom continuedparticipafion in this acf shall Be subjecl to the provisions of 
Section 11590 of the Health and Safe& Code. 
## Subdivision (a) shall not apply to any of the following: 
(1) Any defendant who previously has been convicted of one or more violent or serious felonies 
as defined in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5 or subdivision (c) of Section 1192.7, respectively, 
unless the nonviolent drug possession offense occurred after a period of five years in which the 
defendant remained fke of both prison custody and the commission of an offense that results in a 
felony conviction other than a nonviolent drug possession offense, or a misdemeanor conviction 
involving physical injury or the threat of physical injury to another person. 
(2) Any defendant who, in addition to one or more nonviolent drug possession offenses, has been 
convicted in the same proceeding of a misdemeanor not related to the use of drugs or any felony 
that is not a nonviolent drugpossession affeme:, except that with respect 60 a misdemeanor 
conviction the court shall have discretion to declare the person eligible for treatmenr under 
subdivision (a) and suspend sentencing during participation in drug treatment. 
(3) Any defendant who, while armed with a deadly weapon, with the intent to use the same tu a 
deadly weapon, unlawfu1Iy possesses or is under the influence of arty controlled substance 
identified in Section 1 1054,11O55,1I056,11057, or 1 1058 of the Health and Safety Code. 
(4) Any defendant who refuses drug treatment as a condition of probation. 
(5) Any defendant who has two separate convictions for nonviolent drug possession offenses, has 
participated in two separate courses of drug treatment pursuant to subdivision (a)! and is found 
by the court, by clear and convincing evidence, to be mamenable to any and a11 forms of 
available drug treatment, as defined in subdivision (b) of Section 12 10. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, the trial court shall sentence that defendant to 30 days in jail. 
(6) Any defendant who, In she 30 month prior lo the current convictaon, hasfive or more 
convictions for any oferne or combination of oflenses, including nonviolent drug possession 
ofemes, and nab including inflactions. A defedapzt who is ineligible for Track II treatmeflt 
diversion solely on the basis of thisfi~zding sbU be eligible for Track 111 treatment diversa'u~~. 
(gj No defendant shall be ruled ineligible fur Track II treatment because offiilure to comple re a 
diversion progrum offered pu~suant lo Penal Code Section 1 000. , 
@@) Within seven days of an order imposing probation under s u b d i v ~ r $ ~ Q ~ t h ~ p r ~ I # ~ ~  
department shall notify the drug treatment provider designated to provide rug treatment un er 
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subdivision (a). Within 30 days of receiving that notice, the treatment provider shall prepare a 
treatment plan and fornard it to the probation department for distribution to the court and 
counsel, The treatment provider shall provide to the probation department standardized treatment 
progress reports, with minimum data elements as determined by the department, including all 
drug testing results. At a minimum, the reports shall be provided to  the court every 90 days, or 
more frequently, as the court directs. 
(1) Ifa defendant receivesprobatio~l under subdivision (a), and has not yet begun treatment 
within 30 days offhe granf ofprobafjon, th court shald conduct a hearing to determine the 
reasonsfor the dgendant 's failure to appear at treatment. The court shall consider evidence 
from the purties, probation department and treatment provider. At the hearing, the defendant 
may refise treatment under subdivision (a,. 
l f the  defendant does not refwe treatment, the court may re-refer the de@ndaprt to the treatment 
program and may impose graduated sanctions or may revoke rhe defendant 's probation fur the 
defendant's failure to start treatment, provided, however, that sanctions shall not be imposed or 
prohcriion r e ~ ~ o k e d  ~ ' I ? r n  1l7e dt'fendant 's frrilzire io  begin trealme/~/ re.srtlredfi.om n cout?!y's 
inability to provide appropriate treatment in a timely manner or from the counv's failure to 
mak treatment reasonably accessible, such as the failure to ofer child care for a purenring 
de&ndant orfaihre ro provide lrmsporlubion if needed. A defendant whose pro ba 1 ion is 
terminated for failure to begin treatmenf may be transferred ro Track XI1 ireatmenr diversion in 
the discretion of the court, 
The court shall collect and report all data relevant to a defendant's failure to begin treatment 
within 30 days, the reasons therefore, and the court's responses, in may form required by the 
Oversight Commission. Such data regarding treatment show rates shall be published By the 
Department, or researchers designated By the Oversighf Conamission, on a county-by-counfy and 
statewide basis, no! lexs than once per year. 
(2) During periodic review hearings to evaluate a defendmi 's progress, the court shull consider 
the use of incentives and rewards to encowage contjnuedprogress, and may impose graduated 
sancfions in p.e.sponse to problems rgported by the freatmentprovider or probation deparfmenr, 
or in the courr 's discretion, with or without afinding that a violadion ofprobation has occurred. 
H(3) If at any point during the course of drug treatment the treatment provider notifies the 
probation department and the court that the defendant is unarnenable to the drug treatment being 
provided, but may be amenable to other drug treatments or related programs, the probation 
department may move the court to modify the terms of probation, or on its own motion, the court 
may modify the terns sf probation after a hearing to ensure that the defendant receives the 
alternative drug treatment or program. 
w(4) If at any point during the course of drug treatment the treatment provider notifies the 
probation department and the court that the defendant is unamenable to the drug treatment 
provided and all other forms of drug treatment programs pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 
121 0, the probation department may move to revoke probation. At the revacation hearing, rhe 
 rosecu cut ion must prove the defendanr is unanzenabIe lo a11 drug treafmenrpropums pursuant to 
subdivl'sion (b) ofSection 1210  
l2!0, whereupo~r the court may 
revoke probation. 
e(5) Drug treatment senices provided by subdivision (a) as a required condition of probation 
may not exceed 12 months, unless the court makes a finding supported by the record, that the 
continuation of treatment services beyond I2 months is necessary for drug treatment to be 
successful. If such a finding is made, the court may order up to two six-month extensions of 
treatment services. The provision of treatment services under this section 
-shall not exceed 24 months. 
(6) When the deferadam completes the required treatment program, the freatmentpmvider shall 
noti8  he court within seven days. The cow l  shall amend the terms ofprobation lo provide for 
no more than six months of continued supervision afier the dute oftreatment completion. 
Aftercare or copldinuing care services may be required and provided during this period, 
@(i) (1) At any time after completion of drug treatment and the terms of probation, the court 
shall conduct a hearing, and if the court finds that the defendant successfully completed drug 
treatment, and substantially complied with the conditions of probation, including refraining fiom ' 
the use of drugs after the compIetion of treatment, the conviction on which the probation was ' 
based shall be set aside and the court shall dismiss the indictment, complaint, or information 
against the defendant, and the court shall order the case records andfiles to remain sealed, 
includi~g any record of arrest, detention, and conviction, In addition, except as provided in 
paragraphs (2) and (31, both the arrest and the conviction shall be deemed never to have 
occurred. The defendant may additionally petition the court fur a dismissal of charges at any time 
after completion of the prescribed course of drug treatment. Except as provided in paragraph (2) 
or (3), the defendant shall thereafter be released from all penalties and disabilities resulting from 
the offense of which he or she has been convicted. 
(2)  Dismissal of an indictment, complaint, or information pursuant to paragraph (1) does not 
permit a person to own, possess, or have in his or her custody or control any firearm capable of 
being concealed upon the person or prevent his or her conviction under Section 12021. 
(3) Except as provided below, after an indictment, complaint, or information is dismissed 
pursuant to paragraph (I), the defendant may indicate in response to any question concerning his 
or her prior criminal record that he or she was not arrested or convicted for the offense. Except as 
provided below, a record pertaining to an west or conviction resulting in successful completion 
of a drug treatment program under this section may not, without the defendant's consent, be used 
in any way that could result in the denial of my employment, benefit, license, or certificate. 
Regardless of his or her successful completion of drug treatment, the arrest and conviction on 
which the probation was based may be recorded by the Department of Justice and disclosed in 
response to my peace oficer application request or any law enforcement inquiry. DismissaI of , 
an information, complaint, or indictment under this section does not 
obligation to disclose the arrest and conviction in response to any direct 
any questionnaire or application for public office, for a position as a 
Section 830, for licensure by any state or local agency, for contracting with the California State 
Lottery, or for purposes of serving on a jury. 
f.f)o) (1) If probation is revoked pursuant to t h e  provisions of this subdivision, the court may 
sentence the defendant to Track IIIprobarion and treatment or the court shall sentence the 
defendant to incarceration in the countyjailfor not more than one year, Ifthe defendant has 
commifted a new offense that is a misdemeanor not related to the use of drugs or a felony that is 
not a nonviolent drug possession offense, sentencing is not controlled by this paragraph. rke 
(2) If a defendant receives probation under subdivision (a), and violates that probation either by 
committing an offense that is not a nonviolent drug possession offense, or by violating a non- 
drug-related condition of probation, and the state moves to revoke probation, the court shall 
conduct a hearing to determi~ae whetherprobation shall be revoked. The court may naodifi or 
re~lokc pro hatiurq, lrnd mq' impose grodiuted sunctio~s and/orjail sanctions prior to 
reinstatement ofprobation and treadrnenf, fahe alleged vio1udion is proved, provided, however, 
that no jail sanetion shall be imposed on a defendant who is receiving medication-assisted 
treatment ififthat treatment is not available so the defendant in jail, 7 
(3) (A) lh-&k&& rVV-Afler drug treatment commences pursuani to 
subdivision (a), id ifthere is probable cause to believe fhab the defendant has violated vi-da&s 
that probation either by committing a nonviolent drug possession offense, or a misdemeanor for 
simple possession or use of drugs or drug paraphernalia, &
2!9; or by violating a drug-related condition of probation,- -the court shall conduct a hearing to determine whether probation shall be 
revoked. The trial couri shall revoke probation only if the alleged probation violation is proved 
and the state proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the defendant poses a danger to the 
safety of others. The court shall nor revoke problrtio~l mder this section for a drug related 
viularian ofprobation which occurred while the defendant was on a waiting list for a treatment 
program, was placed in an interim t~.eatmentprogP.am,m, or was otherwise waiting to begin 
appropriate drug treatmmt. If the court does not revoke probation, it may intensify or alter the 
. . drug treatment plan and in addition, and impose a graduated snnctzon. 
(B) If a defendant receives probation under subdivision (a), and for the second or third time 
there is probable cause to believe that the defendant has violated +4&es ht probation either 
by committing a nonviolent drug possession offense, or a misdemeanor for simple possession or 
use of drugs or drug p a r a p h e m a l i a , m  
. .  . .  . . .   or by 
violating a drug-reIated condition of probation, and the state moves to revoke probation, the 
court shall conduct a hearing to determine whether probation shall be revoked. The trial court 
shall revoke probation only if the alleged probation violation is proved and the state proves by a 
preponderance of the evidence either that the dcfendant poses a danger to the safety of others or 
is mamenable to drug treatment. In determining whether a defendant is mamenable to drug 
treatment, the court may consider, to the extent relevant, whether the defendant (i) has 
committed a serious violation of rules at the drug treatment program, (ii) has repeatedly 
committed violations of program rules that inhibit the defendant's ability to function in the 
program, or (iii) has continually refused to participate in the program or asked to be removed 
from the program. If the court does not revoke probation, it may intensify or alter the drug 
9 1  I n .  treatment plan and impose a graduated sa~zctio~t.""d-""", ::f tk, ~&w&MH& 
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(C) If a defendant receives probation under subdivision (a), and 
G e k s  on a subsequent occasion there is probable cause ro believe that the defendant has 
violated that probation either by committing a nonviolent drug possession offense, or by 
violating a drug-related condition of probation, 
-the COW shall conduct a hearing to determine whether probation shall be 
revoked, If the alleged prabation violation is proved, the defendant is not eligible for continued 
probation under subdi~lision (a) ztnless the courl jnds, in irs di~n'etion, cfier ~ufi i ,~g in!o 
consideration the opinions and recommendations of the drug treatment provider and the district 
attorney, that the defendaplt: , 
( I )  is not a danger to the community, and 
(2) is not unamenable to ireament. 
Ifthe court does not revoke probation, it may intens13 or alter the drug treatment plan, impose a 
gradualed sanction, andlor impose a jail suncfion plot to exceed 48 hours upon the firsf such 
imposition during the current course oftrea6ment, Jive days upon the second such imposition 
during the current course of treatment, and I0 days for any subsequent imposition, provided, 
however, that no jail sanction shall be imposed on a defendant who is receiving medication- 
assisted treatmen1 ifthai treatment is not mailable to she defendant in jail. 
(D) I - h  A defendant who is on probation and enrolled in a drug treatment program pursuant fo 
theforrne~provisions ufSection 121 0.1 at the effective date of this &Act shall be subject to the 
revisedprovisions ofthe sectionfor any future probation violation or for any new vfense. Where 
such a probationer has commitled one or more drug-related vidlaiions ofprobation prior to h e  
effective dure ofthe revisions, the count of the number probation violations shall not he reset, but 
shall count forward from the number of violations prior to Jnly 1, 2009, for purposes of 
establishing the courdrt 's response #o such ~*iolations. 

SECTION 18. Section 12 10.2 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
I21 0.2 Track III. Treatment Diversion After a Conviction For Possession Of Controlled 
Subsiances; Other Nomiolenl Oflenses; Judicial Discretion. 
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an ofender eligible to be placed into Track III 
treutment diversion program v t h e  de@nciant has: 
( I )  participated unsuccessfully in Track II treabmend diversion; 
(2) committed a nonviolent drugpossession ofense or ofensases, but is not eligible for Track II 
treatment diversion; or 
(3) committed a nonviolenr qfense or of l~tses ,  and the defendant appears to have a problem 
' wilh substance abuse OP addiction. 
. , 
(3) The cowl musr find that plucemenr of the defendant in Truck Ill  freatmenf diversion pursuant 
ro subdivision (Q) is in ihe furthei-ance oJjusfice. h #he ease of a defendmi ~jho has committed a 
nonviolen~ offense that is not a nonviolent drzdgposssssion oflense, the court may require the 
defendant to provide restitution, par ticipate in a restorative justice program, aandlor complete a 
portion of a senrepace for the oteense prior to placement in Track III treatment diversion, with the 
remainder of the sentence suspended during participation. 
(c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an oflender $hail be placed into Track I.1 
treatment diversion programs if the defendant is otherwise eligible for Track II ~~reaimepat 
diversion, bur for the fact thaf, in the 30 month  prior to the current convicrion, the defendmi 
bus f ive or more convictions for any ofense or combina~ion of ofenses, including nonviolent 
drug possession ofemes, and not lncludhg inf;cdck!opls. 
(8) A defendant is not eligible for Truck III dreatme~ diversion under this secrio~l fthe 
definda nt: 
( I )  has ever committed a serious felony, as defined in subdivision (c) of Section 11 92.7, or a 
violent felony, ds cisdefined in subdivision (c) of Section 667.5, unless the district attorney seeks to 
pi flee the defendant in Truck III treatment dive~.sion; 
(2) is eligible for Track I or Track I1 treatment diversion and hs not been aforded any 
opportunity to participase in such programs; or 
(3) refuses placement in treatment diversion under this section. 
(e) A defend~nt placed into Track III treatment diversion shall be granted probation. As a 
condition ofprobation the court shall require participation in and completion ofan appropriate 
drug treatment program, lPze court shall order rhe defendant to appear for a clinical assessment 
and criminal history evuluation, and shall thereufler order the defendant to attend and complete 
an appropriate treutment program. r t k e  d e f i d n r  had a clinical assessment performedprior 
fo a determination of eligibility, the court may order a new assessmeni. The court shall 
thereafter place rhe defendant i ~ r  treatment and set mon ftorirtg conditiom ~ ~ ~ l S i S d e ~ a t  with he 
terms and requirements of Section 1210,02. 
fl I f a  defendant receives probatio~t under this section, and has not yet begun treatment within 
30 days of the grant of probation, the court shall condarc6 a hewing to determine the reason for 
the defendant's failure to begin trearmend, The court shall consider evidence porn the parties, 
probarion deparrment and treatment provider. At the hearing, the defendant may refsdse 
bealment. 
I f  the defendant does no6 refuse treatment, the cauri m y  re-refer the d e f e n h t  to the treatment 
program and may impose graduated sanctians andor jail sanctions, or may revoke probation for 
the de@ndant's failure to start treatment, provided, however, that sanctions shall not be imposed 
or probatiun revoked when the defendant's failure to begin treatment resultedfrom a county's 
inabiliw to provide cappropriuse treatment in a timely manner orfrom the coun 's ailure to 
make rreaimeni reahsonably accessible, such as the failure to pfir c ~ i ~ ~ ~ B a { ~ w 3 ~  
defendant ~r~firi lure o provide Iransporladiop? fneeded. ZS :Ol Mb l -  Ntlf UCIOI 
The court shall collec~ and report all data relevant ro a defendant's failure to begin treatment 
within 30 days, the reasons therefore, and the court's responses, in any form required by the 
Oversight Comrnission. Such dafa regarding treatment show rates shall be published by the 
Department, or researchers dosignaled by rhe fiersighr Commission, on a counry-by-counly and 
statewide basis, not less than once per year. 
(g;) Drug treatment services provided by subdivision (e) as a required condition ofprobation may 
plot exceed 18 months, unless the court makes ajnding thgr the continuation of trealmenl 
services beyond 18 months is necessary for drug treatment to be successful, gsuch a finding is 
made, the court may order up to two three-month extensions of treatment services. The provision 
of treatment sewices under this section sh l l  no6 exceed 24 months. 
(h) To the greatest extent possible, any person who as placed on probation pursuant to dais 
section skull be rno~litored by the court through the use of a dedicated court calendar and the 
incorporation of a collaborarive court model of oversight that includes close collaboration with 
treatment providers and pro bation, urinalysis consistent with treatment needs, and supervision 
ufprogruss lh-o ugh review hcorings. 
(i) b r i n g  periodic review hearings to evaluade a detfendant 's progress, the court shall consider 
the use of incentives and rewards to encourage continuedprogress, aid may impose graduated 
sanctions or jail sanctions in response to problems reported by the rreatment provider or 
probation deparment, or in the court's discretion, with or without afinding that a violation of 
probation has occurred A jail sanction shall not exceed 48 hours upon the first such inaposision 
during the current course of treatment, five days upon the second such imposition during the 
current course of creatmeiat, and 10 days for any subsequent imposition, provided however, that 
no jail sanction s h l l  be imposed on a defendant who is receiving medication-assisted treatment 
ifthat treatment is not mailable to the defendant in jail, 
(j;) Aside from the Eimitations imposed in this subdivision, the trial court is not otherwise limited 
in its authority to process and respond toprobatton violations. The courr may ferminate 
treaiment and probation ar any rime in response to the defendant's behavior. Ifprobation ir 
terminated, tho defgndant may be sentenced withour regard to any provision of rhis section. 
(k) Upon successfesl completion of treatment as required under this section, the court may 
require continuedprabation. At  any time afer completion of drug treatment and the terms of 
probation, the court shall conduct la hearing lo determine the appropriate final disposition of the 
case, which may include dismissal of the conviction, indictment, compluint and information . 
against the defendant, and the sealing of case records andJiles, including any record of arrest, 
detention and conviction. The defendant may, addititionally, petition the court for a dismissal of 
charges at any time after completion of treatment. Any time a dismissal is ordered the court 
shall set appropria fe limitationsfor the defendant r e g d i n g  the dismissed charges. 
SECTION 19. Section 2933 of the Penal Code is hereby amended to read: 
(a) It is the intent of the Legislature that persons convicted of a crime and sentenced to the state 
prison under Section 1 170 serve the entire sentence imposed by the court, except for a reduction 
in the time served in the custody of the Depurmenl ofCorrections and 
Rehabilitation for performance in work, training, or education programs established by the 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation Worktime credits shall 
apply for performance in work assignments and performance in elementary, high school, or 
vocational education programs, .Enrollment in a two-or four-year college program leading to a 
degree shall result in the application of time credits equal to that provided in Section 293 1,  For 
every six months of full-time performance in a credit qualifying program, as designated by the 
Department, a prisoner shall be awarded worktime credit reductions from his or her 
tern of confinement of six months. A lesser amount of credit based on this ratio shall be awarded 
for any lesser period of continuous performance. Less than maximum credit should be awarded 
pursuant to regulations adopted by the dketw Department for prisoners not assigned to a full- 
time credit qualifying program. Every prisoner who refuses to accept a full-time credit qualifying 
assignment or who is denied the opportunity to earn worktime credits pursuant to subdivision (B)  
of Section 2932 shall be awarded no worktirne credit reduction. Every prisoner who voluntarily 
accepts a half-time credit qualifying assignment in Iieu of a full-time assignment shall be 
awarded worktirne credit reductions from his or her am of confinement of three months for 
each six-month period of continued performance, Except as provided in subdivision la) of 
Section 2932, every prisoner willing to participate in a full-time credit qualifying assignment but 
who is either not assigned to a MI-time assignment or is assigned to a program for less than full 
time, shall receive no less credit than is provided under Section 293 1. Under no circumstances 
shall my prisoner receive more than six months' credit reduction for any six-month period under 
this subdivision h. 
(b) It is the interat of the People thd persons convicted of a crime depned in subparagraph (1) of 
subdivision (3) of Section 3000 and sentenced 60 rhe sfate prison under Section I I70 serve the 
entire sentence imposed by bhe court, except for a reduction in the time sewed in the cusiody of 
the Department of Co rrections rand Re habilitation for good behavior and performance in 
rehabilitation prmogrurns ~pproved by the Department. Credifs shall apply for good behavior and 
pefirrna~zce in rehabilitation programs. For every two months of good Behavior, a prisoner 
shall be awarded a good time credit reducfion to his or her term of confi~zemenr ofno less t h a ~  
one month. For every two months ofperformance in a credit qualifiiprg rehahikitution program, 
as designated by the Secretary of Rehabiliiafion, a prisoner shall be warded a program time 
reduction to his or her term of conjnernent of no less than one month. As 60 both good time und 
program time reductions, a lesser amount of credit based on #his ratio shall be awardedfor any 
lesserperiod of good behavior or peformance. The Department of Corrections and 
RehabiliQfion may award more than the minimum credit amounts provided for in this seclio~r 
pursuant to regulatlo~zs approved by the Parole Reform Oversight and Accountabili~ Board, 
Credits awarded pursuaot to [his subdivision shall not be used ro reduce the term for any inmate 
who has ever been convicted of a serious or violent @lorry within the meaning of Penal Code 
sections 667.5 or 11 92.7, or who has ever been co~zvicred of a section 290 registration offense. 
Inmates may earn the credits provided in this subdivision whether serving time for their original 
commitment oflense or serving rime afte~. having been returned 10 state prison fiom parole. 
(C) Nothing in thh section shall ba interprered to limit the awarding of ?&!$#id a$ bhb#3=S 
pursuant to any law or regulation exislingprior to ihe efictive dole offfg+#Mv 1- dllr CUOl 
(dl Inmates who quulifi for credits under subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section may earn credit 
under both subdjvivisions provided, however, that the combined tor01 of all credits shall not exceed 
one-hayof she term of imprisonment imposed by the court, unless the inmate successfially 
completes a rehabilitation program as defined in section 3000, subdivision @)(3), The maximum 
amount of credit for inmares who successfully complete rehabilitation programs shall be 
designated in regulations approved by the Parole Reform Oversight and Accoun6ability Board. 
@j (e) Earning credits is a privi I ege, not a right. Credits must 
be eamed and may be forfeited pursuant to the provisions of Section 2932. The application of 
credit to reduce the sentence of a prisoner who committed a crime on or after January 1, 1997, is 
subject to the provisions of Section 3067. Except as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 2932, 
every prisoner shall have a reasonable opportunity to participate in a fidkkwcredit qualifying 
program or service or assignment in a manner consistent with institutional security and available 
resources. 
@I # Under regulations adopted by the D e p m e n t  of Corrections and Rehabilitation, which 
sl~ull require a period of not more than one year free of disciplinary infractions, w&Ame credit 
which has been previously forfeited may be restored by the Department dim&. The 
regulations shall provide for separate classifications of serious disciplinary infractions as they 
relate to restoration of credits, the time period required before forfeited credits or a portion 
thereof may be restored, and the percentage of forfeited credits that may be restored for these 
time periods, For credits forfeited for commission of a felony specified in paragraph (I) of 
subdivision (a) of Section 2932, the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation may provide 
that up to 180 days of lost credit shall not be restored and up to 90 days of credit shall not be 
restored for a forfeiture resulting from conspiracy or attempts to commit one of those acts. No 
credits may be restored if they were forfeited for a serious disciplinary infraction in which the 
victim died or was permanently disabled, Upon application of the prisoner and following 
cornpIetion of the required time period free of disciplinary offenses, forfeited credits eligible for 
restoration under the regulations for disciplinary offenses other than serious disciplinary 
infractions punishable by a credit loss of more than 90 days shall be restored unless, at a hearing, 
it is found that the prisoner refused to accept or failed to perform in a credit qualifying 
assignment, or extraordinary circumstances are present that require that credits not be restored. 
"Extraordinary circumstances" shall be defined in the regulations adopted by the director. 
However, in any case in which worktime credit was forfeited for a serious disciplinary infraction 
punishable by a credit loss of more than 90 days, restoration of credit shall be at the discretion of 
the director. The prisoner may appeal the finding through the Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation review procedure, which shall include a review by an individual independent of 
the institution who has supervisorial authority over the institution. 
$A+(@ The provisions of subdivision @ fl shall also apply in cases of credit forfeited under 
Section 293 1 for offenses and serious disciplinary infractions occurring on or after January 1, 
1983, 
SECTION 20. Section 3000 of the Penal Code is hereby amended to read: 
(a) ( I )  The- People finds and declares that the periods immediately k k k g  before 
and affer the end of incarceration k are critical to successful reintegration of the offender into 
society and to positive citizenship. It is in the interest of public safety for the state toprepare 
inmates who are leaving prison for reintegration into sociefy, and provide for appropriate &e 
supervision &and surveillance of parolees, including the judicious use of revocation actions, and 
to provide appropriate educational, vocational, family and personal counseling and restorative 
justice p~~ogamwting necessary to assist inmates and parolees in the transition between 
imprisonment and discharge. A sentence pursuant to Section 1 168 or 1 170 shall include a period 
of parole, unless waived, as provided in this section. 
(2) Th- People finds and declares that it is not the intent of this section to diminish 
resources allocated to the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation for parole functions for 
which the department is responsible. It is also not the intent of this section to diminish the 
resources allocated to the Board of Parole Hearings to execute its duties with respect to parole 
functions for which the board is responsible. 
(3) The- People finds and declare6 that diligent effort must be made to ensure that 
parolees are held accountable for their criminal behavior, including, but not limited to, the 
satisfaction of restitution fines and orders andparticipafion in restorative justice p r o p m s ,  
where appropriate, and equally diligent efforts must be made to prevent such criminal behavior 
by provision of appropriate services, progp.awzs and counseling before parolees leave prison a d  
a@r [hey are released, with the goal of succes@l reintegration of the pmolee into society. 
(4) The parole period of any person found to be a sexually violent predator shall be.tolled until 
that person is faund to no longer be a sexually vialent predator, at which time the period of 
parole, or any remaining portion thereof, shall begin to run. 
(b) For purposes of this section, and section 2933, subdivision 0, the folEowing de$nitions 
~ P P ~ Y :  
( I )  The term "qualifiing coinmimerat offense" means thar the current oflensefiovn which the 
inmate is being paroled is a controlEed substance offense, a nonvio2entproperty offense, or any 
orher o f e w e  added by she Legislature by majority vote, A co~ztrolled substance offense is any 
ofense invo/vingpossession or use of any controlled substance dejned In Health a ~ d  Safety 
Code sectium 11054, 11055, 11056, 11057 at- 11058, or the sale or distribution of any such 
substance in ~ l ~ l  amount Zen than one kilogram, provided that the conviction did not involve a 
finding of sale or distribution to a minor, A nunviolent property oferne is a crime against 
property in which no one i~.physieaEly injured and which did noi involve either the use or 
attempted use of force or violence or the express or implied threat to use force or violence. The 
Pmole Reform Oversight and Accountability Board shdI create an adviso~y list of qualifiing 
commitwzent offenses which meet the criteria identfred in this subdivision, 
(2) The term "section 290 registration offense " means uan offense or which re istration is 
required pursucrnl to Penal Code section 290. t fl 1 5  ?O h~613b131 
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(3) The term "rehabi2itation prog~ums " refers to training a~zd counseling programs paid for by 
the California Departme fit of Correeta'ons and Rehabilitation designed to assist prison inmates 
afidparolees in a successfil reinfegrrrfion into the comnaunity upon release. Such programs and 
sewices include, buf are not limited to, drug lreatmentprograms, mental health services, alcohol 
abuse treatment, re-entry services, cognitive skills development, housing nssisf~nce, ducation, 
literacy paining, life skills, job skills, vocrstiona! training, victim impact mvareness, restorative 
jusrice programs, anger management, family and relationsh@ counseling, andprovision of 
information involving publicly finded healbh, social security and other benefits, Rehabilitution 
programs may include sewices provided in prison or afier release from prison. When 
rehabilitation services are provided aJer release from prison, transportation to andfi.om the 
services shall Be provided by the Department. 
(#)The terms "drug treatment program" or "drug ~eatrnent" mean a drug treatment program 
which may include one or more of the following: science-based drug education, outpatient 
services, residential services, opioid agonist treatment, medication-assisted treatmenb, and 
aftercare services or copltinzsing care. The terms "drug treatment program" or "drug treatment" 
i17clwdes LI drr~g ire~rtmenr program operuled zmder lhe ~l'irection of /17e T/'eterwns Hecrllh 
Administration of the Department of Veterans Afluirs or a program spec fled in Section 8001; 
such appograrn shall be eligible fo provide drug treatment services withour regard to the 
licensing or certication provisions required by this subdivision. 
(5) The term "minimum supervision" means a level ofparole where the rgquirernenls of the 
parolee are to report to his. or her parole oflcer no more than once every ninety days and to be 
subject 10 search. 
@(c) Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in Article 3 (commencing with Section 
3040) of this chapter, the following shall apply; 
(1) As to all inmates sentenced so state prison under s e c t i o ~ ~  11 70 and scheduled to be released 
(including inmates returned to state prison for a purole violation), the Department of 
Corrections lrnd Rehabilitation shall provide rehabilitation programs beginning no fewer than 
90 days prior to their scheduled release, Prior to providing an inmate with rehabilitation 
programs, the Department shall conduct a case asxessment to determine the inmate's needs und 
which programs are most likely ao resulr in the successful reintegration of the inmare upon 
release. I f  cl parelee is returned to state prison for less than 90 days, the Deparrment shall 
nevertheless provide rehab iiitation programs. 
(2) As to all ifitnates releasedfrone state prison and on parole, the Department of Corrections 
and Rehabiliiation shall provide rehabilirata'on programs tailored lo the parolee 's needs as 
defined by the case assessment. 
(3) At the expiratht of a term of imprisonment of one year and one day, or a term of 
iwrprisa~zmen6 imposed pumuant to Section 11 70 or czt the expiration ofa  term reducedpursuant 
to Secsion 2931 or 2933, ifupplicable, and unless the parole authority for good cause waives 
parole wd discharges the inmate porn the custody ofthe Departpplent, an inmate shall be 
re/emedflorn custody on parole supewision for a period not exceeding six months if all the 
following conditions h e  been satisfled: 
(A) The ofe~lsefium which rhe inmate if being paroled is u qq24all@ji~tg corrrmitmerat ofense; 
(B) The inmate has never been convicted or sugered a juvenile acQudicotion ofeither a serious 
or vioIenffeZony within the meaning of Penal Code sectjum, 667.5 or 11 92.7 or a section 290 
regispation ofense; and 
(Cj) The inmate has never been convicted or sufered a juvenile a@udication ojparticapafing in a 
crinaipaal mest  gang in violation of Penal Code section 186.22, subdivision (a), or convicted of a 
felony committed fur the benefit ox at the direction oJ or in association with any criminal sfreed 
gang in violation of Penal Code section 186.22, subdivision (I). 
The six-month supervision period may be extended only to accoerntfor time that the parolee is 
incarcerated due to parole vlolatiom or for time in which the parolee is absent fpom supervision. 
At the end of the supervision period, the parolee shZl be dischargedfiom Jicrther parole 
supervision. The parole authorify mq, honevor, assign a parolee fa minimum supervision for a 
period nor exceeding six in o~aahs where the parolee has failed lo complete an appropriate 
rehabilitation program which was offered As to parobss retained on minimum supervision, 
final discharge from parole shall occur at the expiration of this six-month period or upon 
completion of an appropriate ~.ehabilitation program, whichever is earlier. 
Except asp~ovided in subdivisions (#), (5) and (6)) all other inmates shall be released on parole 
for a period not exceeding rhree years, unless the parole authority for good cause waives parole 
and discharges ahe inmate from rhe custod~ o f f  he Department. 
(4) At the expiration ofa term of imprisonment ofone year and one day, or a ferm of 
imprisonlne~ld imposed pursuant to Section 11 70 or at the expiration of a term reduced pursuant 
to Section 2931 or 2933, Vappltcable, uny inmate sentencedfor aR oflime which is either a 
serious or violent felony as defined in sections 667.5 or 1192.7 shall be released on parole for a 
period of up to f ive  years, unless the parole authority for good cwse waives parole and 
discharges the inmate @om the cus fody of the depar~ment. 
( 5 1 0  In the case of any inmate sentenced under Section 11 68, the period of parole shall not 
exceed five years in the case of an inmate imprisoned for any3JRM d&& bYd~#@second 
degree murder for which the inmate has received a life 
in the case of any other inmate, unless in cither case 
parole and discharges the inmate from custody of the department. T h s  subdivision shalI also be 
applicable to inmates who committed crimes prior to July 1, 1977, to the extent specified in 
Section 1170.2. 
(6)m Notwithstanding paragraphs (1) sad-@), (3), (41, and (9, in the case of any offense for 
which the inmate has received a life sentence pursuant to Section 667.61 or 667.71, the period of 
parole shall be 10 years, 
(7)w The parole authority shall consider the request of any inmate regarding the length of his or 
her parole and the conditions thereof. 
(8)@ Upon successful completion of parole, or at the end of the maximum statutory period of 
parole specified for the inmate under paragraph (l),-@)-+~& (3), (4), (51, or (6) as the case may 
be, whichever is earlier, the inmate shall be discharged from custody. The date of the maximum 
statutory period of parole under this subdivision and paragraphs (11, @)+d@+d (3)1 (41, (5) 
and (6) shall be computed from the date of initial parole and shall be a period chronologicdly 
determined. Time during which parole is suspended because the prisoner has absconded or has 
bean returned to custody as a parole violator shall not be credited toward any period of parole 
unless the  prisoner is found not guilty of the parole violation. However, the period of parole is 
subject to the following: 
(A) Except as provided in Section 3064, in no case may a prisoner subject to three years on 
parole be retained under parole supervision or in custody for a period longer than four years from 
the date of his or her initial parole. 
(B) Except as provided in Section 3064, in no case may a prisoner subject to five years on parole 
be retained under parole supervision or in custody for a period longer than seven years from the 
date of his or her initial parole. 
(C) Except as provided in Section 3064, in no case may a prisoner subject to 10 years on parole 
be retained under parole supervision or in custody for a period longer than 15 years from the dale 
of his or her initial parole. 
(Y)@j The Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shall meet with each inm~te at least 30 
days prior to his or her good time release date and shall provide, under guidelines specified by 
the parole authority, the conditions of parole and the length of parole up to the maximum period 
of time provided by law. The inmate has the right to reconsideration of the length of parole and 
conditions thereof by the parole authority, The Department of Corrections and RehabiIitation or 
the Board of Parole Hearings may impose as a condition of parole that a prisoner make payments 
on the prisoner's outstanding restitution fines or orders imposed pursuant to subdivision (a) or (c) 
of Section 13967 of the Government Code, as operative prior to September 28, 1994, or 
subdivision (b) or (0 of Section 1202,4. 
(1O)B For pwposes of this'chapter, the Board of Parole Hearings shall be considered the parole 
authoritya 
( I  I)@ The sole authority to issue warrants for the return to actual custody of any state prisoner 
released on parole rests with the Board of Parole Hearings, except far any escaped state prisoner 
or any state prisoner released prior to his or her scheduled release date who should be returned to 
custody, and Section 3060 shall apply. 
(12)@ It is the intent of the Legislatuie that efforts be made with respect to persons who are 
subject to Section 290.01 1 who are on parole to engage them in treatment. 
(d) As to all inmares releasedfiorn state prison and dischargedfrom parole, the Departmenl of 
Cowecrlons and Rehabilitation shall provide rekabilitufion programs upon request of fhe former 
inmate made within oone year ofdischarge3om parole. The services shall be provided through 
the inmate's county probation department and shall lust no move than 12 months from the date 
they we first provided All operafzonal costs of such services shall be reimbursed by lhe 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitarion. 
SECTION 2 I .  Section 3063.01 is added to the Penal Code to read: 
(a) A parolee who cornmils a araoviolent drug possessiopl offeense m defined in Pew2 Code 
section 1210, subdivision (a), or who tests positive for or is under the irifrusnce of controlled 
substances, and is eligible f ir  drug treatment services pursuant to section 3063.1, shall receive 
such services at the expense of the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation regurdIess of 
whether the services and supervisi~n are provided by the coun& or the parole authority. The 
response to any further violatiopas skall be governed by Penal Code section 3063.1fir as lolag as 
the parolee remains eligible far continued treatment under that section. Parolees who are no 
longer eligible for drug treaimenr pursuanl to the rerms of section 3 063.1 (d) (3) (A) or (B), und 
who violale the terms of their parole, shall be gove~.nedby subdivisians (c), (d) and (e) offhis 
section. 
(3) A parolee who accepts apt assignment or referral to a program described In Penal Code 
sections 3060,9, 3069 or 3069.5, shall, in writing, volunt~rily and specvcally waive application 
ofrhe righfs hhe or she might otherwise have pursuant to this secdion OP Penal Code section 
3063.1. 
(c) Except for parolees covered by section 3060,7, andparolees who have ever been convicted of 
a serious or vtote~zt felony pursuant to Penal Code ssciio~ts 667.5, subdivision (c) or 1192.7, 
subdivixion (c), parole shall not be suspended or revoked, and a prisoner returned to custody in 
state pp*ison, for a technical violafion ofparole, For purposes of this seceion, the term technical 
violation ofparole refers to conduct which although it may violate a parole condition does not 
constitute either a misdemeanor or felony in and of itsev Where a technical violation of 
ab~conding~fiom parole supervision has been fourad, the parolee may be incarcerated in local 
jail for up to 30 days or  no^-incarceration options and sanctiom may be imposed, including 
modllfication of the conditions ofparole, performing a case assessment to determine needs, and 
provision of l~)cuI rehabilitution programs as defingd in seclion 3000, subdivi~ion @)(3). Where 
any other technical violurion has been, found, noa-incarceration @ittt3$&& hHIrPibUMf be 
imposed Upon the second rechnical violuiion other &hapa 
parole may include non-incarceration stlncrions and options 
for up to seven days. For subsequent t~chnical violutiom other than absconding, the revisgd 
conditions ofparole may include non-incarceration op6r'om and sanctions as well as 
incarceration in local jail for up to 14 dqs. The operational costs ofsuch local custody, and any 
assessments or rehabilitationprog~-am, shall be reimbursed by the Department of Corrections 
and Rehabildiation, Nothing in this section is jntended fo overrule the provisions of section 
3063.1. 
(d) Except for- parolees covered by section 3060.7, a~dpa~o lee s  who have ever been convicted of 
a serious or vioIentfeIonypursuant to Penal Code sections 667,5, subdivision (cj or I192,7, 
subdivision (c), parole shall not be suspe~tded or revoked and ap~isoner eturned to custody in 
state prison, for a misdemeanor violalion ofparole. For purposes of this section, the term 
misdemeanor violation ofparole refers to conduct which although it may violate a parole 
condi f ion does not necessurily constitute afilony in and of itselJ Where a misdemeanor 
vioiarion has been found, nun-inca~.ceration options and sanctions may be imposed, including 
rnodifzcalion of the conditiom ofparole, performing a case assessment bo determine needr, and 
provision of local rehabilitation programs as defmed in section 3000, subdivision (3)(3), 
AIternnliljel~~, where a misdemeunor l~iolcrrian hus bean found, parole P M L ~  he revoked and the 
parolee may be relurned io cuslu& in local jail for up to six months. The operationu/ costs of 
such local custody, and any assessments or rehabilitation programs, shul2 be reimbursed by the 
Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation, Nothing in rhis section is intended to overrule 
the provisions of section 3063. I .  
(e) Nolwirhstarading any ofherprovision of law, parole may be suspeuded or revoked, and any 
prisoner may be returned to custody in state prison, for afelo~ay violasion ofparole, For 
purposes ofthis xecction, the term felony violatiovl ofparole refers to conduct which comtitutes a 
felony in and of itself. mere a felony violation kus been found, non-incarceration options and 
sa~lctions muy be imposed, including modflcation of the eondifions ofparole, performing a case 
assewmenl to determine needs, andprovision of local rehabilitafion programs as defined in 
section 3000, subdivision (b)(3). Alternatively, where a felony violation has been found parole 
may be revoked aptd the prisoner may be returned to custody in local jail or state prison. The 
operarioml costs of such local custody, and any assessments or rehabililadion programs, shall 
be reimbursed by the Department of Correctiom and Rehabilitation. Nothing in this section is 
intended to overrule the provisions of section 3063,l. 
# In addition to any other procedures and rights provided by law, a parolee alleged to have 
committed a violatiopt ofparole shall receive notice ofthe alleged violatio~t at a hearing held 
before a depuiy commissioner of the Board ofPwole Hearings withip2 thee  blariness days of 
being taken into custody, The parolee shall have the right to counsel at this hearing. 
(g) The parole authority shall collect and report data regarding all alleged parole violatiom, 
regardless ofwherhev they are sustained or resul~ in either modFcation or revocation ofparole. 
The data shull be collected in the form recommended by the Parole Reform Oversight and 
Accountabiliiy Board a~ld shall include informarion about h e  nature ofthe violation and the 
demographics' of the alleged violato r. The Department of Corrections and Re habilitatio~l shall 
publish this duta e1t)cironically at least mice yearly on its website. 
SECTION 22. Section 3063,02 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
From the funds appropriated to the Calforniu Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation in 
the annual budget act or other staute appropriating funds to the Department, and subject to ihe 
Zn'mibatlons contained therein, the Department shall allocate funds for five years, beginni~zg July 
1, 2009, for a pilot project in at IeastJve regions spuming urban and rural areas to implement 
the programs described in Penal Code sections 3060,9, 306Y and 3069.5. 
SECTION 23& Section 3063.03 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
(u) There is hereby created the Parole Reform Oversight and Accauntabidi~ Board which shall 
review, direcr and upprove the implementation, by the Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation, of the programs and policies providedfor under this Acr. Regulations ofgeneral 
applic~bility prornulgaled by the Department that pertain to parole policies and rehabilitation 
programs for inmates and parolees shall not take eflect without approval by a majority vote of 
the Board. Regtilatiom subject to Board approval shall not be subject to the Administrative 
Procedures Act or lo review and approval by [he Ofice qfAdministradive Law. The Board shuEl 
kave no role in deiermipairtg release dates or the spec@c response to any allegedpmole violation 
for any spec@c inmate or parolee. The Board shall do the following: 
( I )  Review and approve by a majority vote all regulations governingpuro2e policy a d  
re ha biliiation programs; 
(2) Review all proposedfeknding allocations for rehabilitation programs, a d  achraI spending in 
prior yews, and pu blish its comments on those alloca f ions and spending; 
(3) Review and a.prprove by majority vole regulations speczbing any amount of credil to be 
warded for good behavior and program participation beyond the in inimum amounts specified in 
secdio~ 2933, subdivision p), based on such facsars as progress benchmarkr, includingprogrum 
completion, The regulatio~s hall address whether parolees returned ro state prison should be 
treated ihe same 0s ofher inmates widh respect to credits; 
(4) Create and upprove by a majority vote an advisory list of qualrfiing commitment oflenses to 
be employed in applying sections 2 933 @I, 30QO(b)(l) and 3000(c)(3); 
(9 Require the Department ofCorrsctions and Rehbiliiatioa to provide specific data on the 
parole system, and examine that data to assess currend laws regulafing all aspects ofrhe parole 
system; 
(6) Require dae Department of Corrections and Rehubilitation to provide spec f lc  data on 
rehabilirafion programs to be collected by the Division of Research for Recovery and Re-Eniv 
Mutters, and examine tkaf data fo assess current rehabilitation programs and policies; 
(7) Determifie andapp~ove by a majority vote the  appropriate&^ &dgm & g m ~  
purposes of section 3063.01, subdivision (4, regarding parole biolations; 
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(8) Order research on parole policy and practices, inside atad outside Cal~o~.nia ,  to be paid for, 
upon a majority vote of the Board, from the finds approppaiated to the Department of Corrections 
and Rehabilitation in rhe annual budget act, and subject to the limitations contained therein. 
Such research shall be conducted by apublic miversify in CaIifornin; 
(9) Monitor the developmenr and implementasion, by the Department of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation, of a system of incentives and rewards to encourage compliance with the terms of 
parole by all former inmates under parole supervision; 
(1 0) Provide a balanced forum for statewide policy development, information development, 
research and planning concerning the parole process; 
(1 I )  Assemble and draw upon sources of howledge, experience and community values from all 
sectors of the criminal justice system, J k r n  the public at large andjEI.om other jurisdictions; 
(12) Study the experiences oforher jurisdictions In connection with parole; 
(13) Make recommendations to the Secretary of Rehabllitarion and Parole and the Legislamre in 
a report published at least once every two years; 
(14) Ensure that all these eflorts take place on a pemanenr and ongoing basis, with she ' 
expectation that the parolg sysfem and rehabilitation programs provided by the Department shall 
strive continually to evaluare themselves, evolve and improve; 
(15) Develop and approve, in consultation with the Departmen1 of Corrections and 
Rehabilitation, the program and agenda, invitation list and budget for m annual international 
conference on the subject ofprisoner and parolee rehabilitation; 
(1 6) Identzjy andpromote innovative rehabilitation programs and best practices implemented in 
prisons arad on parole, arad publicly honor Department employees who exemplifi rehabilitation 
excellence; 
(1 7) Derermine the board's stafing needs suflcieni lo carry out the Board's responsibilities; 
(18) Cunductpublic meetings and invite and consider public comment. The Board shall 
promulgate reguiutions that provide for public review and comment on all proposed regulations 
subject to board approval, provided, however, thai the Board need not respond to all comments 
before giving approval to regulations or taking other actions. 
(3) The Board shall be empanelled pto later than March 31, 2009. It shall be composed of 19 
voting members and two non-voting members, The two non-voting members shall be the 
Secrerary of'Rehabilitation and Pmole or his or her designee and the haspector General. Of rhe 
19 vodng members, two members shall be academic experts in parole policy uppointed by the 
Spruker af the Assembly. One mefiber shall be u legal scholar wilh expertise in parole policy, 
appvi~ated by the Senale Committee on Rules. One member shall be a county sherif fSm u 
c o u n ~  with apopulation greurer than 100,000, uppoinfed by the Governor. One member shall 
be a former member ofthe judiciary appointed by ihs Governor. One member. shall be aperson 
formerly iracarcsrated in stale prison, nppoinied by the Speaker of the Assembly. One member 
shall be a sheriffions a counf), with a population less than 100,000, appointed by the Governor, 
One member shall be a Calvornia dispict attorney appointed by the Governor. Ons member 
shall be a public definder, appointed by the Governor, One member shall be a private criminal 
defense lawyer with experience Eisigating parole cases on behalf of inmates, appointed by the 
Speaker of the Assembly. One member .rhll be a member ofa crime victims group, appointed by 
the Governor, One member shall be aparole ofacer with a minimum offive years experience 
appointed by the Governor. Three members shall be providers of drug treatment, rekabilitation 
or reentry services as defined in section 3000@)(3), with one appointed by the Speaker of the 
Assembly, one appointed by the Senate CommiHee opl Rules and one appointed by the Governor. 
One member shall be a provider of community-based services to parolees, appointed by the 
Senate Committee opt Rules. One member shall be a member of an association of county 
goverments, appointed by the Govermr. 7 b o  members shall be representatives ofthe two 
largest bargaining units within the Depa~.tmeat, the representalive of the largesr Bargaining unit 
appointed by the Speaker of the Assembly and tho other repre~enfative uppoinded by bhe 
Gasernor.. 
(c) On January 1, 201 2, the terms of the county sheriffporn the smaller counv, the former 
member. of the judiciary, the parole oficer, the d i s ~ i c t  attorney, the county government 
representative, the representative ofthe largest bargaining unit w iihin the Depariment, and the 
private d@me lawyer shall expire. On January 1, 2013, the terms of the crime victim 
representative, the public defender, the sher 1rfiom ahe larger county, the representative of she 
secovld largest bargaining unit within the Department, and the provider of cornmunib-bused 
services shall expire, lh January 1, 2014, the terms of the two academic expert3, the legal 
scholar, theJormer/y incarceratedperson and the shree reentry service providers shall expire. 
Successor members shall be appointed in the same manner, and hold oflce for terms of three 
years, each term to commence on the expiralion date of the predecessor. Any appoinrmenr to a 
vacancy that occurs for any reason other than the expiration of the term shill be for the 
remainder of the unexpired term, Members are eligible fur reappointment, 
(4  member^ ofthe Board other than guverplmend empIoyees shall receive aper diem to be 
defermined by the Departmenl of Corrections and Rekbilitatim, bus not less than the usual per 
diem rate aIIowed to Depurtme~zt employees during wavel out ofslate. All members shall be 
reimbursed by rhe Department for all precessary expenses of iruvel actually incurred artending 
meetings of the Board and in the performance of their duties. All expenses shall be paid by lhe 
Department, and the Department shall also provide staffor the Board suflcient to support and 
facilitase its operations. Research ordered by the Board shall be conducted by a public 
university in California and shall be paid for by the Deparrme~~tfi.orn the finds appropriated #a 
the Department in the annual budger act, and subjeci to (he Eirnitatiom contained therein. For 
purposes of compensation, attendance at meetings of the Board by a slabe or local government 
employee shaI1 be deemedperformance ofthe duties of his state or Iocal governmerar 
SECTION 24. Section 3063.2 of the Penal Code is hereby aygq, 
, .$Qp r @ ~ r r  sbaz L X  
3063.2. In a case where a parolee h d  been ordered to undergo drug treatment rn a condition of 
parole pursuant to Section 3063.1, any drug testing of the parolee shall be used sokly as a 
treatment too1 to tailor the response of the areatmePztprogram and of the supervising authority to 
the parolee's relapse. In evaluating a parolee's treatment program, results of any drug testing 
shall be given no greater weight than any other aspects of the parolee's individual treatment 
program. Results ofsuch testing shall not be admissible as a basisfor any new criminal 
prosecubion or proceeding, nor shall such rrsulds be cause, in and of themselves, to find that a 
violation ofparole has occurred The counw or parole aesthorf& may consider a test result as 
positive for purposes of modiBing aparolee 's conditions ofparole only vthe  laboradoly 
performing such analysis utilized the followingprocedures and standards: validav testing, initial 
and conJrmation testing, cutoff concentratiuns, dilution and adulteration criteria, and split 
specimen procedures, 
SECTION 2 5 .  Section 5050 of the PsnJ Code is hereby amended to read: 
5 05 0. References to Secretary of the Department of Corrections and Director of Corrections; 
crealiun ufSccre/arjt of R~I~~bililt l l ion and Pal-ole. 4khewe& Di:wtw&&~&tw 
Commencing July 1, 2009, any reference to rhe Secretay of the Department of Corrections arid 
Rehabilitation or* the Director of Correcfions refirs lo the Secretary of Rehabilitation and Parole 
or the Secretary of Corrections as specified by statute or rhe subject mutter of the provision+ 
SECTION 26. Section 6026.01 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
The Corrections  standard^ Authori fy shall annually publish a report detailing the number of 
persons in institutions in each calendar year with aprimary comrnitrnant offense that is a 
controlled substance ogense. The report shall c Eear Ey delineate ihe numbers entering institutiom 
during [he most recent year due to new sentencesfiom the court$ and due to parole violations. 
For all persons entering institutionsfor simple possession of controlled substances, the report 
shall, to the grearest ex~en/possible, provide detail regarding the prior records of such persons, 
the controlledsubstance involved, the reasons for referral to institutions, the range of sentence 
lengths and the laverage sentence lengths imposed on suck persom. The report shall include a 
stalement or projectiun ofthe annual cost of incarcerating aEE of these personsfor cont~.olled 
substance offenses. The first such annual report shall be issued no later than July 1, 201 0. 
SECTION 27. Section 6026.02 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
The Corrections Standards Authority shalt a~znuaIIy publis h a report regarding the parole 
popdation, purolee progranagarficipafiun, parole violations and the responses to such 
violations. Each report shall cover a calendar year and shun detail rhe number ofpersons 
placed o~eloparoJe supe~visio~a m d  the levels ofsupewi~ion; she number @parolees 
participating in r-ehabilitafion programs and the specific types ofprograms in which those 
parolees were enrolled; the number of alleged parole violations and the number ofparok 
vioiations found to have occurred; the respume to parole violations including parole 
rnod$ca6ioras, sanctions, program referrals and revoca~ions; and the number ofjail or prison 
days served by parole violators. Each regort sku21 contain a section with data on treatment 
provided pup.suunt to section 3063.1, and including data related to eligibiliv, participation and 
completion. Each report shall provide information on the sex, race or ethnicip, and county of 
copnmitnaeprf of allparolees, to the extent such information is mailable, for each category of 
information requiredfor the report, The first such annual report shall be issued pro later than 
July 1, 201 1. 
SECTION 28. Section 6032 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
The Departmenf of Corr.psetiom and Rehabiliratiop? shll annually host an international 
conference on the subject ofprisoner andparolee rehabilitation with the purpose of examining 
CaIifornia 's rehabilitation programs and data and comparing CakiJorlaia 's eflurfs with the best 
practices and innovatiom of other jurisdictio~rs. The conference shall include represepatatlves 
.fiowr the corrections and rehabilitation departments ofother states and other nations. The 
complete program and agenda, invitation list and budget shall be developed by the Department 
of Corrections and Rehabilitation in consultution with, and subject to theflnal approval ox the 
Parole Reform Oversight and Accountability Board. Conference expenses consistent with a 
budget approved by the Parole Reform Oversight a ~ d  Accountability Board shall be paid for by 
the Department #om Ae fin& appropriated to the Department in the annual budget act, subject 
60 the limibations contained therein, The first such conference shall occur no Iarer than July I ,  
2010. 
SECTION 29. Section 6050.1 is hereby added to the Penal Code to read: 
(a) The Governor, upon the recommendation of the Secretary of Rehabiliiation and Parole, shall 
appoinr a Chief Deputy Warden for Rehabilitation to serve at each of the state prisons, and us 
appropriate, at additional Department facilities such cx re-entry centers, who shall be known as 
the Rehab ilita fion Wwden. The Re habilitation Warden shall be responsi bie for implernenai~g 
and overseeing rehabilitation programs at each sfate prison and/or facilify and providing abta fu 
the Secrefary of Rehabilitation and Parole on the lypes of in-custody propatns being ofered, the 
demographics of pr isoners artending the programs, and the efectdveness ox and burr iers lo, 
such programs at each prison and/or facility, aond any additio~tal data required by the Secretay 
of Rehabilitation and Parole and the Parole Reform Oversight and Aecow~lfabi2ity Board. This 
data is to be provided to the Secretary through the Division of Research for Recovery and Re- 
Entry Mutters no less than once a year, Each Re ha biIi fation Warden shall be subjacr to removal 
by bhe Secretmy. Ifthe Secretary removes him or her, the uctiort shall be final 
fi) The Department of Personnel Adminisfratioit shall f i x  the compemafion of the Rehabilitation 
Wardens at a level equal to hat of the other chief depup wardens in the prison system. 
SECTION 30. Section 6 126.0 1 is hereby addedtbWPCRdMC~~.8: 
The Inspector Ge~leral shall annually publish a report detailing the prevalence and types of 
rehabi2itationprograms available at each CalifDrnia prison, and each faciliy managed by or 
coptrraete H by the Departrnens of Corrections and Rehabilitation. i%e report shall rank and rate 
the prisons and faciliries in terms ofprogram uvailabilify relative to need, utilization rates and 
performance measures, examining both the degree of success by each prison orfacidify in 
implementing suck programs and the degree of success by prisoner purticipanrs. The report shall 
use u letter-grade system, and shall make specflc recomme~~dutions for Improvement. A 
prelinaina~y report shall be issued no later than October 1, 2009. All subsequent annual reports 
shall be issued by October I of each yem, 
SECTION 3 1. Marijuana. Diversion for Persons Under Age 18. Fines. 
Section 1 1357 of the Health and Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
(a) Except as authorized by law, every person who possesses any concentrated cannabis shall be 
punished by imprisanment in the county jail for a period of not more than one year or by a fme 
of not more than five hundred dollars ($500), or by both such fine and imprisonment, or shall be 
punished by imprisonment in the state prison. 
(b) Except as authorized by law, every person 18 years of age or older who possesses not more 
than 28.5 grams of mar&!uana, other than concentrated cannubis, is guilty of an infraction and 
shall be punished by a j n e  of not more than one hundred dvlEars ($100). Additionalfees of any 
kind, including assessments, fees, undpenalties, shall not exceed the amount of the fine imposed. 
Every person under 18 years of age who possesses not more than 28.5 grams of marijuana, other 
than concentrated cannabis, is guilty of an infict ion and shall be required to complete a 
science-based drug education proprn certified by the county alcohol and chug program 
adrnini~trut~r. 
(c) Except as authorized by Iaw, every person who possesses more than 28.5 grams of marijuana? 
other than concentrated cannabis, shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for a 
period of not more than six months or by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500), or 
by both such fine and imprisonment. 
(d) Except as authorized by law, every person 18 years of age or over who possesses not more 
than 28,s grams of marijuana, other than concentrated cannabis, upon the grounds of, or within, 
any school providing instruction in kindergarten or any of grades 1 through 12 during hours the 
school is open for classes or school-related programs is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be 
punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500), or by imprisonment in the 
county jail for a period of not more than 10 days, or both. 
(e) Except as authorized by law, every person under the age of 18 who possesses not more than 
28.5 grams of marijuana, other than concentrated cannabis, upon the grounds of, or within, any 
school providing insmction in kindergarten or any of grades 1 through 12 during hours the 
school is open for classes or school-related programs is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be 
subject to the following dispositions: 
(1) A fine of not more than two hundred fifty dollars ($250), upon a finding that a first offense 
has been committedr, and required completion oj'a science-based drug education program 
certified by the county alcohol and d~.ugprogram administrator. 
(2) A fine of not more than five hundred dollars ($500), or commitment to a juvenile hall, ranch, 
camp, forestry camp, or secure juvenile home for a period of not more than 10 days, or both, 
upon a finding that a second or subsequent offense has been committed. 
fl Thefines collecredpursuant to this section shall be deposited inro the county's trust fund 
designated for youth programs established pursuant lo subdivision (b) of Health and Safety Code 
Secaion 1 1999,6,2, 
SECTION 32. Oversight of Drug Court Programs for Adult Felons in Track 111 Diversion 
Section 1 1970.1 of the Health and Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1970,l. (a) This article shall be known and may be cited as the Comprehensive Drug Court 
Implementation Act of 1999. 
(5) The People intend that ail adult felons who qwltfl f ir Truck III treatment diversion 
programs affer Jury I ,  2009, shall be enrolled in those program, and that all drug courts 
working with defendupre who qualifi for Track IIIshall be controlIed andgove~.ned by the Track 
IIIstutute, Penal Code 121 0.2, and Healck and Sufefy Code sections 11999.5 through 11 999.13, 
inclusive. To [he greatest extenbpossible, defenda~atspartic@aaing in drug courts before July I ,  
2009, and who are eligible for Track III, shall Be transferred to Track IIIprogra~ns. 
O(c) This article shall be administered by the State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, 
with all re~ulatio~as relabed to programs for a d u l t f e l o ~ ~ & Q &  f f ~ ~ ~ ~ r n e n l  diversion 
- - 
programs being subjecf to review and a h o v a l  by ihe Oversi hi Co mi 
7- s mz-f~f i f l2  described in Section 11 999.5.2, a,h e 
@(d) The department and the Judicial Council shalI design and implement this article through 
the Drug Court Partnership Executive Steering Committee established under the Drug Court 
Partnership Act of 1998 pursuant to Section 11970, for the purpose of funding cost-effective 
local drug court systems for adults, juveniles, and parents of children who are detained by, or are ' 
dependents of, the juvenile court. 
SECTION 3 3. Evaluation of Drug Court Programs for Adult Felons 
Section 11970.2.1 is hereby added to the Health and Safety Code to read: 
11970.2.1 Notwithsta~lding the provisions of subdivision (4 of Section 119702, evaluation of all 
programs for adult felons provided pursuant to Sections 1 1970, I though 1 19 70.35, inclusive, 
shall be inlegrated with the program evaluatiom requiredpursuant tu Section 11999.10, The 
Department of Alcohol and Drug P~ograms hall not publish additional reports regarding adult 
felons using any design establishedprior to October 31, 2007, however, all data and information 
collected by the department related so drug court program for adult felons shalI be public 
injl,,-/nurio~~, suqiccr to reduction oily us required by fedcral law ur the CaIfornia Constirution. 
The deparment, in collahomtion with the Judicial Council, may create an evaluation design fur 
the Comprehensive Drug Court Implementation Act of I999 to separatelj assess the efectiveness 
of programs for persons who are not adult felons, 
SECTION 34. Funding of Drug Court Programs for Qualifying Adult Felons Through Track 111 
Section I 1970.3 of the Health and Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1970.3. (a) It is the intent of the LeghWwe People that all programs for ndultfelons who 
qualib for Track 111 treotrnenf diversion, including those programs which may have functioned 
before enactment ofPenn1 Code Section 1210.2, shall, begimingjur'y I ,  2 0 0 9 , 4 u d q % ~  be 
funded principally by tho annual appropriation for Track 111 diversion programs described in 
subdivisio~a (c) of Sec tiu~l 1 1999.6 of the Health and Safely Code, with ail other programs for 
persons who do not qua11fL for Truck III treatment diversion to befunded by aa appropriations in 
the annual Budget Act. 
(b) Up to 5 percent of the amount appropriated by the annual Budget Act for program 
authorized in this ~'~ection, and not sewing aduItfe10ns who qualzfi for Track III diversion 
programs, is available to the department and the Judicial Council to administer the program, 
including technical assistance to counties and development of an evaluation component. 
SECTION 3 5 .  Kepcal of Substance Abuse Offender Treatment Program 
Section 1 1999,30 of the Health & Safety Code is amended to read: 
1 1999.30, (a) The peoplefind bhat al.is duplicative and unnece,wury to maintain separate funding 
rtreumr for the same group if drug offinders eligible for treatmen?. This section is hereby 
repeuled, effective July 1, 2009. Any funds appropriated or ~Elocatedpursuani to t h i ~  s ec t i o~~  
muy he dis fribured und used as provided by its terms, however, any such finds held by the state 
or by ~4 c u u n ~  afler Ja~eumy 1, 2010, shall be tramfirred to the county 'sfupadfor youth 
pro~arras established pursuant 60 subdivision (3) of Health and Safety Code Section 1 1999,6.2, 
SECTION 36, Section 1.1999.5 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1999.5. Funding Appropriation 
(a) There is hereby appropriatedfiorn the General Fund to the Su bstaace Abuse Treatment Trust 
~ u n d  the amount of $1 JO,OOO,OW for the periodfrom January 1. 2009, until June 30, 2009, and 
she amount of $460,000,000 annually for each full fiscal year thereaffer, commencing with fiscal 
year 2009-10, with annual adjustmentsfor price inflation, and acdjustments once evsryJve years 
for changes In the stare population, as spec$ed in subdjvision (c). 
(3) The Department of Finance shall annetalJy, in the month of May, ca2culate andpublicly 
announce the adjusted funding level for each upcoming fiscal year, The Controller shall transfer 
fun& In the amou~tt calculated by the Department of Finance from bhe General Fund to the 
Substmce Abuse Treatme fit Trust Fund on the Jrst day of each fiscal year. 
(c) Tke Department of Finance shall calculate amnualfinding levels by making an annual 
ardjustment to the baseline figure appropriated for fiscal year 2009- 10 to account for price 
inflation, with the year 2009 to be used as the baseline year, and by making an adjustment, once 
every Jive years, to account for changes in the state population during the previous flve years, 
with the Jrst such aajusimeat to be made for fiscal year 201 6-1 7. 
The adjustment for price inflation shall be made with the Implicit Price Deflaor for sfate and 
local government purchases, as pu6Edshed by the US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Economic Analysis, or a comparable tool published by a similar or successor agency ifthat data 
source is unavailable, and shall be based upon the last data point available before the start of 
the fiscal year. A cdjush~zents for changes in the state population shall use data published by the 
United States Census Bureau. 
(d) Funds transferred to the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund are not subject to annual 
appropriation by the Legislature and may be used without a time limit. Nothing in this section 
precludes additional appropriations by the Legislature to the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust 
Fund. 
SECTION 37. Section 1 1999.5.1 is hereby added to the Health & Safety Code to read: 
11 999.5.1. State! and local agency oversight. "Depa~.tment" refers lo lhe Calfornia Department 
of Alcohol and Drug Programs when used in the context of Track T, Track II, Track 114 and 
youth programs, unless otherwise stated, and is designated the agency responsible for 
distribution of all monies provided pursuant to Sections 11999.4 to 1 1999,14, inclusive, Each 
county shall appoint as local lead agency its alcohol and drug programs admin is frat or, unless 
the Oversight Commission approves a county's request to appoint another local agency, 
SECTION 3 8. Section 1 1999.5.2 is hereby added to the Health & Safety Code to read: 
2 1999,5.2. Oversight Comnaission. 
(a) There is hereby created the Treagnenf Diversion Oversi ht and Accounl 1 i Commissiopr 
("Oversight Commission 7, which shall be convened rlk~i%,@r&~~ba&i$&i the 
d~rapEementufiora, by tho Deparrment ofdlcohol and 
related to Track I, Track II, Track 114 und youth 
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(K) reguEsrrlom pertaining to clinical assessments, including guidelines and requirements for 
persons perfo~ming asse~sment~ and the selection of a standardized asJessmenf tool or tools; 
(L) all rey uirements for couplty plans, including the jequency with which such plans must be 
submitted, and any limits on the amounts of money to be available for use for incentives and 
reward, Eimits an annual carryover finds ur reserves, requirements to address the provision of 
culturully and linguistically appropriate sewices that are gcographicaily accessible to the 
relevant cornrnunities, the dissemination of overdose awareness andprevention materials and 
strategies in counp jails, and the provision of training on harm reduction practices and the 
implenaenta fion of harm reduction therapy and services; 
(M) all county plans, afder review by the Department; 
(hr) aray petitiovl by a COUPZQ with a populutian of less than 1 00,000 to be exempt from 
regulations regarding peabpaent and non-ireaiment costs. Any suck approval shall be valid for 
four years; 
(0) any corrective action proposed in lieu of repayment by a county found ploa to have spent 
finds in ~ccardance with the reqzai~ements of this Act: 
(P) the range of daiu 60 be collected on each county annual reportform; 
(&) the range of data to be required to be collected by courts regarding defendants ' fuilure to 
begin treafment wiihin 30 days, as provided by subdivision 0' of Section 121 0.03, paragraph I 
ofsubdivision fi) oJ'Section 121 0.1 and subdivision fl ofsection 1210,2 ; 
(R) the issues and range of daaa to be addressed in apt annual report by  he Department 
regarding programs cortducted pursuant to ihis Act; and 
(S) all research p~uns for outside evaluation pursuant to Section 2 1999,10. 
(2) Require I he Department to provide data reluted 60 Track I, Track II, Track III, a d  youth 
programs; 
(3) Require counries to provide &fa relared to Track I, Track II, Track III, and youth programs; 
(4) DeveIop oversight and enforcemend mechanism to ensure the provision of opioid agonist 
trearpneplf cornisrent with this Act; 
(5) Develop and approve, in c~~nsuI#ation with the Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, 
rhe progrum and agenda, invitation IQt and budgetfor an annual statewide conference on drug 
treabwrent diversion pursuant to this Act; uud 
3 b Y l S  J3 1 E V 1  V33 3 5 (6) Conduct public meetings and tnvlfe and consz erpu lic comment, provided, however, #hub 
the oversight Commission n o e @ @ t ? M n a & & f f  Mments before giving approval to 
(c) The Oversight Commission shall be empanelled no later than July 1, 2009. It shall consist of 
the following 23 voting mern bers: Five treatment providers, incEuding three to be appointed by 
the Speaker of the Assembly, of which af least one shall be a physician specializing ifi addiction, 
an$ at leust one person shall be a provider specializing in pea fmen f ofyouth under rhe age of 
18, and with two such appointments made by the President ofthe Senate, of which one person 
shall Be a member ofa statewide associatio~l oftrealmen! providers; Two mental health sewice 
providers who work in programs providing sewices topersons with a dual diagnosis of mental 
illness and substance abuse, of which one person shall be a member of a srarewide associa~ion of
mental health service providers, with both suck appointments made by the Governor; Two 
county alcohol and drug program administrators, with both appointments made by the President 
of the Senate; Two drug treabmentprogram counselors, including one who is a member of a 
statewide associa~ion of counselors, with both appointments made by the Governor; Two 
probation department executives or oflcers, widh both appoindments made by the Governor; One 
person formerly a participant in a treatment program establishedpursuant to the Substance 
Abuse and Crime Prevention Act of 2000, or Pack 1 or Pack II of this Act, appointed by the 
Governor; Two criminal defense attorneys, including one public defender and one attorney in 
privcale dejinse pl-acrice, with bofh ~~ppoira~naonl~ nzude by ~ h s  Speuker ofthe A~.sen?hlj.; fire 
public policy researchers *om public or private universities in California, with bo fh 
crppointmen~s made by the President of the Senare; %o membe~s of organizadiom concerned 
with civil rights, drug laws and/or drug policies, to be appointed by the Prwiden f of the Senate; 
Three law enforcement professio~l~~ls a d o r  members of the judiciary, who must each be in 
active service or retired from active service, to be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by 
the Senate. 
(d) On July 1, 2011, the terms ofthe following members shall expire: the two treatmerit provider 
represenrarives appoinded by the Speaker, one treatment provider representative appointed by 
the President of the Senate, one public policy researcher, one criminal defense attorney, one 
representative of law enforcement or the judiciary, one couno ralcohol and drugprogram 
administrator, one drug treatment program coumelor, one mental health sewice provider, one 
person representing orgaradzations concerned with civil rights, drug laws and/or drug policies, 
one representative of the probation department, executives or oficers, and the former 
participant in a treatment program, On July 1, 2012, the krms of the following members shall 
expire: one treatment provider represenrafive appointed by the Speaker and one treatment 
ppqovl'der rep~esentotive appointed by the President of the Senate, one drug treasment program 
c o u ~ ~ e l o ~ ,  one mental health sswice provider, one counv alcohol and drug program 
adminis~raror, one represe~ttafive of the probarion department, executives or oflcen, one 
criminal dejinse attormy, one person representing organizatioas concerned with civil rights, 
drug laws and/or drug policies, one public policy researcher, and two representatives of law 
enforcement or the judicimy. For appointments made to the first commissiols lo be empanelled 
by no later fhan July 1, 2009, the Speoker, the President of the Senate and the Governor shall 
indicate on which of the specged dates each term of each individual representative appointed by 
[hem sham expire when there is  more than one possible dare of expiration for that category of 
appointment. Successor members shall Be appoi~ated in the same manner, and hold ofice,for 
terms offour years, each term fo commence on the expiration date of the predecessor. Any 
appointment ofa vucmcy that occurs for any reason othep. than the expiration of the term shall 
be,for the remainder of the unexpired term. Members are eligiblejur reappointment. 
03 Members of the Oversight Co~nrnission other shan government employees shalt receive aper 
diem to be determifled by the Direcfor o f~he  Depa~ment, but not less than the usual per diem 
rate allowed to Department employees during travel out of state, All members shall be 
reimbursed by th Department of for all necessary expenses of pave1 actually incurred attending 
meetings of the Board and in the performance of thefr duties. All expenres shall be paid by the 
Department, and the Departmen! shall also provide stoffor the Board suflccient to support a d  
facilitate its operations, FOP' purposes of compensation, attendunce at meetings afthe 
Commission by a slate or local government employee shall be deemedperfo~mance of the duties 
of his state or local government employment. 
SECTION 39, Section 1 1 999.6 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
11999.6. (a) Moneys deposited in the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund shall be 
distributed annually by the Secretary of the Health and Human Services Agency through the 
State Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs to counties to cover the costs of youth 
programs and placing persons in and providing drug treatment programs under T~ack  I, Track II 
ur7d Track I11 as provided in this & Act,  and vocational training, family counseling, n.rento/ 
health sewices, harm reduction therapy and services and literacy training, and, where permitted 
by regulations approved by the Oversight Commission for homing assistance, childcare, and 
trmsporiation b adfiorn clinical ussessment, courf appearances, drug treatment, mental 
health services, and other court mandated sewices aqrd ancillary services such as voc&nul 
braining, family counseling, harm reduction therapy and services, and literacy t r g i n i ~ g  mce~sed 
pursuant do HRAF this a& Act. Additional costs that may be reimbursed from the Substance 
Abuse Treatment Trust Fund include probation department costs, court monitoring costs and any 
miscellaneous costs made necessary by the provisions of this act, e h 4 a a  except for drug 
testing services of any kind in yyouthprog~.ams or for defendants participating in Track I or 
Track II. The Department may use finds appropriated by this Act to prepare and present an 
annual calculu~ion of the needforfunding fop. drug testing services. Incarceration costs cannot 
be reimbursed from the fund. 
Those moneys shall be aHocated to counties through a fair and equitable distribution formula 
. . 
estublhked by lJte Oversight Commission. 
The d e p m e n t  
shall reserve a portion of the fund to pay for direct contracts with drug treatment service 
providers in counties or areas in which the director of the department or the Oversight 
Commission has determined that demand for drug treatment services, including opioid agonist 
treatment, is not adequately met by existing programs. However, nothing in this section shall be 
interpreted or construed to allow any entity, including the Department or any cou~lly, to use 
funds from the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund to supplant funds from any orher 
fund source or mechanism wiw& used to provide substance abuse treatment, except for grants 
awardedpursuant to the Drug Court Partnership Act or Comprehensive Drug Court 
Implernenration Act, which rnv + p&@~+&+&IIIfinds. Funding provided by the 
Substance Abuse Treatment %st p ucd shan coGr those portions of c u e  that cclnnor be paid for 
by other means, such as public& &[Me 13~w&?cpfiijijentaI health ser~ices~fundi~lgfiom the 
~en t r r l  Health Sun~ices Fwrd,.heafmenl ro am unding from the Depurhcnl of?orrectionr 
:li:r? 'OfHgv63v5 
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and Rehabill'tatian, an individual defendant's contributions, or otherfi~lding sourcesfor which 
the defgndant is eligible. . . 
(b) Prior to calculafing the annual allocations for distribution ro counties, the Department shall 
withhold funds, in amounts approved by a majorip of the Oversight Commission, from the 
Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund suflcie~zt o: 
(I) provide for direcf contracts betwee~l the Department and drug treatment providers in 
counties that have been determined, by the darector or the Oversight Commissio~1, to provide 
inadequate access lo drug treatment services, including opioid agonist treatment und other 
medication-anisbed treatments; 
(2) provide uddiidion ~r.ui~zi~zgyr'ugt~u~~~sJi)~~per~~~~' ?vquii+ed i o  receive such paining under h i s  
Act or for persons authorized to receive such training by the Oversight Commission consistent 
with this Act; 
., . 
(3) produce imp ieme~ztation training programs and/or conferences for local stakeholders; and 
(4) pay for studies by public universities as provided by Section 11 999.10. 
(c) Subjecr to mod@cation as provided in subdivision (4, fun& remaining in the Substance 
Abuse Treatment Trust Fund shall be allocated annually asfollows, in subaccounts of the T w t  
Fund: 
(1) Fifteen percent for youth programs, as defined in subdivision (n) of Penal Code Section 
121 0. 
(2) Fifteen percent for treatment and related costs for Track I diversionp~.ograms, provided 
pursuant to Pena 1 Code Section 121 0.03, 
(3) Sixty percent fur freatmenl md related cosfs for Track II diversion programs, provided 
pursuanr io Penal Code Section 121 0.1. 
(4) Te~l  percent for treaimepat and related costs for T r ~ c k  III diversion programs, provided 
pursuant fo Penal Code Section 121 0.2. 
(d) Upon the enactment of regulatio~zs promulgaled by the Department and approved by the 
Oversight Commission, dissribution of up to I0 percent of the allocarion to counries for Track I, 
Track I1 and/or Track Illprograms m q  be made contingent upon spec@ requirements to sdopd 
besr praciices, create innovative programs, and/or establish programsfor underserved 
populations, and may be subject to a counhy marching requiremenl, Any regulation making n 
portion of counry allocurions contingenr in this manner shall speczfi the disposition offinds nut 
accessed by counties for failure to meet the specific requirements. Absent any such regerlations, 
the Deparfwaent shall not place any contingency involving a counly matching requirement on the 
allocations for Track I, Truck II or Track 11. programs. 
(e) Noswiths!alading the creation of Track I . .  diversion programs in this Act, and the requirement 
fur IOpercent vffindingfiom the T m t  Fund to go to suchprograrns, no provision of thi,~ Act 
shall be interpreted to preclude: 
( I )  the creation ar maintenance of innovative programs providing court-supervised treatmepat to 
persons or defenh~lts not eligible for treatment under che terms of this Act; 
(2) the appropriation, by the Legislature, of sepurate finding fur programsfor cow-supervised 
treatment for persons or defendaPrts not eligible for treatment under the terms ofthis Act; or 
(33 the use, by local court-supervised treatmentprograms, offindspravided by a coecniy, the 
federal govep.nment or private sources. 
SECTION 40. Section 1 1999.6.1 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
11 999.6, I Payment of Treatment Costsfor Parolees 
Notwithslanding the provisions of Section 11 999.6, the costs of drug treatment and related 
services, including mento1 health services, for parolees placed into treatment under the terms of 
this Act shall be puid by the Department of Corrections and Rehabilitution and not by fundsfram 
the Subslance Abuse and Treatment Tmst Fund. 
SECTION 4 1. Section 1 1999.6.1 is hereby added to the Health & Safety Code to read: 
11999.6.2 CoernQ Management of Funds 
(a) County plans. Counties shall submil to the Department and the Oversight Commission their 
plans for implementation and spending fur programs findedpursuand to this Act ab least once 
every three years, or more frequently as provided in regulations approved by the Oversight 
Commission, A counw with a population of Eess than 100,000 may petif ion the Oversight 
Cummission to create and submid plans joint@ with one or more additional counties. 
(b) Segregation of Funds. Counties receivingfinds pursuant to Section 11999.4 shall establish 
three separate trust funds: one fix Track I and Track I1 programs, one far Track III programs- 
and one for youth programs. Counties shall segregate ail fin& received fi om the state 
appropriately. Notwithstanding these requirements, a counfy widh a population of Eess fhan 
100,000 may petition the Oversight Commission for an exemption fiom shgse restrictions. 
(c) Regulution of Treamenf andhron-Treatment Cosfs, Counties shall spend a minimum of 80 
percent of the fin& providedpurxuant to Section 11 999.6 for Track I and Track I1 treatment 
diversion programs on the delivery of treatmenf and support services, with up to 20percent 
allowable fur non-treatment costs includingprobatiun department costs, court monitoring costs, 
and other costs made iaecessay by this Act. me Oversight Commission shall approve 
regulatiam to categorize costs as keafment costs or nun-keafpnenf cost$, Jo spec13 alEowab2e 
percentages of ptora-ireatment costs for Track IIIprograms and to describe pe~.missible uses of 
funds provided for youth programs. Nohvithsfa~lding these requirements, a county with a 
population of less ~han  IOU, 000 may pelifion the Oversight Commt'ssion for apt exemption from 
these restrictions. 
(d) Exces~  Funds. Youth Treatment. Forfiscal years 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 and 201 1-12, u 
county may refain unspent funds receivedfibna the Substance Abuse Treatment Trusr Fund to use 
thosefunds in afiiure year. Thereafter, all unspentfunds shall be subject to regulations 
upproved By the Oversight Commission regarding reserve finds. Other than funds placed in a 
reserve in accordance with an approved countyplaa any&& allocated to a county which have 
not been spent for [heir authorizedpurpose within three years shall be transferred to the 
counp 's fund for youlh programs. 
(e) Local Research. A couniy may use a portion offunds providedpursuant to Section 11 999.6 to 
pay for independent research studies, provided that the county has received prior approvd to 
conkact for such research from the Deprnment and Oversight Commission. 
SECTION 42. Section 11 999.8 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1999.8. Surplus Funds 
Any funds remaining in the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund at the end of a fiscal year 
shall be utilized to pay for youth programs or drug treatment programs provided to 
defendants in Pack I ,  II or III -in the subsequent fiscal yeam. 
SECTION 43. Section I 1999.9 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1999.9. The department shall annually publish data regarding the programs conducted 
pursuant to this Acr. Publication ofunnuul data shall occur no more thanjve months after the 
end ofthe fiscal year, The Oversight Cummission shall establish the range qfdm to be 
published in such annual reports, which shall include all caseload andfi~cal data required for 
the reports required of the Oflce of the Legislative A~lalysd pursuant to Section 11999.9.1. The 
reports may be published electronically. The department shall @wish all data to the Ofice of the 
Legislative Alaalysa, upon request, as soon as it is  practical to do so. 
f!) c c  . , m .  . . 
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SECTION 44. Section 1 1999.9.1 is hereby added to the Health & Safdy Code to read: 
J J 999.9,) Funding Rocornmendations 
In each of the fiscal years 201 0-1 1, 201 2-13 and 201 3-1 4, undperiodically thereafter, the Ofice 
of the Legislalive Analyst shall publish an evaluabion offhe adequacy o ffinding provided for 
programs purstiunr lo Perlul Code Secliolzs 121 0.01 tu 121 0.01, inclusive, ui.td Penal  cod^ 
S~cfions 1210.1 and 1210.2, in &prior year. The repor1 r hall provide reearnmendations to the 
Legislature for any additional funding that might be necessary far drug treatrnenr, support 
services, or relatedprogram, to the extend such needs can be calculated or estimated, with h e  
consideration of the levels of service recommendecifor participating defenda~lts by researchers, 
treatment providers, physicians, county alcohol and drug program administrators and other 
stakeholders. The report mcry make separats recommendations for funding thaf rake accou~zt of 
the f i ca i  condition of the slate and of the counties, 
SECTION 45. Section J 1999.10 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby mended to read: 
' 2  d. 
1 199 9.10. The department shall allocate ar leas1 I percent of the fund's total moneys i~lfiscal 
years 2009-1 0 through 2014-15, and up to 0 4 2  percent of the fund's total moneys each year in 
subsequent fiscal years, for studies to be conducted by two public universities in California, upre 
in the northern havof the state and one in the southern half ofthe stale, aimed at evaluating the 
eflectiveness andfinancial impact of Track I, Track II and Track III ireatment diversion 
programs and youth programs. Reports and studies paid for under this section shall be published 
join fly by fhe two universi$ies, and shall not be subject to approval by [he department. 
Om s ~ U &  to be published at least once every three years shdl consist of a cost-benefit analysis 
of sfate and local drug erafarcement and interdiction policies, includingperspectives on 
economies, public health, public policy and the law, This study, in part, must address the impacts 
ofdrug law enforcement effurrs on individuals, families and comnaunifigs, and shall examine, 
through quantitarive and qeaalirative analysis, (a) any disparate impacts based on race, sex and 
socioeconomic $status, (b) rhe reEation~.h@ betwee~l any cdiJpmte impacts and rhe deci~.ions, 
strategies andpractices of local and sfate drug eiaj5rcemen1 officials, and (c) the collateral 
consequences of drug laws, policies upld enjbrcernent. 
The Oversight Commission may order sbudies of spec@ ddditional issues by a majority vole. %e 
SECTION 46. Section 1 1999.1 1 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to read: 
1 1999.1 1. County Reports 
Each county shall submit a report annually to the department detailing the numbers and 
characteristics of clients-participants served as a result of funding provided by this act, and any 
orker data dkad may be required. The department shall promulgate a form, 60 be approved by the 
Oversight Commission, which shall be used by the counties for the reporting of this information, 
as well as any other information that may be required-. The form shall require 
counties to report lhe amount of money spent for dwg dreafment services and testingfor 
defendhnfs participating in Tmck Il l  programs, and shall require counties to provide data 
regarding the adequacy ofhnding, The department shall establish a deadline by which the 
counties shall submit their reports. The Department shall promptyprovide the reports in 
electronic form for public consumption, provided that the Department shall redact any 
information of w kich federal law or the Cadifor~zia Constitution prohibits disclosure. 
SECTION 47. Section 11 999.12 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby a~ncnded to read: 
1 1 999.1 2. The department shall conduct periodic audits of the expenditures made by any county 
that is funded, in whole or in part, with finds provided by this act. Counties shall repay to the 
department any funds that are not spent in accordance with the requirements of this act, With 
approval by a majority of the Oversight Commission, Thethe department may require a 
corrective action by the county in the place of r e p a y m e n t t ,  
SECTION 48, Section 1 1999.13 of the Health & Safety Code is hereby amended to red: 
I 1999.13 %es&tm& Treatment Diversity 
The &pmt~en~h, shall promulgate 
regukatiovrs, with approval by a majority of the Oversight Commission, that require county plam 
fo oddress the provision of culturul2y and iingtsistically approprqiare services that are 
geographically accessible to the relevanl communities. 
SECTION 49. Section 11999.14 is hereby added to the Health & Safety Code to read: 
11 999.14 Drug Overdose Prevention 
Any county jail housing probationers or parolees pursuant to Tracks I1 or Ill  ofthis Act, or 
Penal Code 3063.01, must provide drug overdose marepless and prevention maaerials and 
strutegies to all inmates prior to their release. The materials and shwiegies shall be developed 
by each county's Depament  of Alcohol and Drug Programs in c o n s u l . $ q t ~ ~ ~ f & p / ~ i ~  $s specializing in addiction and practitioners specializing in harm reducriohra mu$ b designe 
and dissemina&d in a manner calcuhied fo mosl effectively reach rhe jafQ m e  m#@gm 
und shall he described in rhe county plans. The State Deparlmenf ofAlcohol and Drug 
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Programs shall review the county overdose materials and strategies for evidence-based best 
practices. 
SECTION 50, Eligibility for Mental Health Services for Persons Dually Diagnosed and in 
Programs Under Treatment Diversion Tracks I, I1 and 111. 
Section 5600.33 is hereby added to the Welfare and Institutions Code to read: 
560033 For purposes ofsubdivision (6) of WeEfare and Imfifutians Code Section 5600.3, adult$ 
with a serious mental disorder shall include adults who are in drug treatment programs 
pursuant fa the provi~dons open01 Code Sections 121 0.01 to 12 J 0.05, inclusive, and Penal 
Code Sections 1210.1 and 1210.2, and who have been diagnosed with a mental illness coincide~lf 
with a diagnosis of substance abuse or addiction, and who meet the requirements ofparagraphs 
(2) and (3) of subdivision (8) of Section 5600.3. Such adults shall Be considered to have a severe 
mental illness and shall be eligible for services pursuant to Section 581 3.5 utilizing funds in 
accordance wi $k paragraph (5) of subdivision (a) of Section 5892. Furthermore, each update of 
u cuunp 's piun pulauanr fo Seelion j84 7 shall include provi~io17.~ huumcnring ihe coztniy 's 
eforbs to serve qeraitjving adults in drug freatmenr programs pursuant to the provisions of Penal 
Code Sections 121 0.01 to 121 0.05, inclusive, and Penal Code Sections 1210.1 and 1210.2, and 
who have been diagnosed with a mental illneis coincident with a diagnosis of substance abuse or 
addiction. However, nothing in this section shall be construed to require payment for mental 
health services forparoleesJPom the Mental Health Services Furrd, 
SECTION 5 1. Inclusion of Drug Treatment Stakeholders in Mental Health Service P l w i n g  
Section 5848 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is hereby amended to read: 
(a) Each plan and update shall be developed with local stakeholders including adults and seniors 
with severe mental illness, families of children, adults and seniors with severe mental illness, 
providers of services, drug treatme~ttproviders, county alcohol and drugprogram agencies, 
member3 of the judiciary, law enforcement agencies, education, social services agencies and 
other important interests. A draft plan and update shall be prepared and circulated for review 
and comment for at least 30 days to representatives of stakeholder interests and any interested 
party who has requested a copy of such plans. 
(b) The mental health board established pursumt to Section 5604 shall conduct a public hearing 
on the draft plan and annual updates at the close of the 30-day comment period required by 
subdivision (a). Each adopted plan and update shall include any substantive written 
recommendations for revisions. The adopted plan or update shall summarize and analyze the 
recommended revisions. The mental health board shali review the adopted plan or update and 
make recommendations to the county mental health department for revisions. 
(c) The department shall establish requirements for the content of the plans. The plans shali 
include reports on the achievement of performance outcomes for services pursuant to Part 3 
(commencing with Section 5800), Part 3.6 (commencing with Section 5840), and Part 4 
{commencing with Section 5850) of this division funded by the Mental Health Services Fund and 
established by the department. 
(d) Mental health services provided pursuant to Part 3 (commencing with Section 5 800), and Part 
4 (commencing with Section 5850) of this division, shall be included in the review of program 
performance by the California Mental Health Planning Council required by paragraph (2) of 
subdivision (c) of Section 5772 and in the local mentd health board's review and comment on 
the performance outcome data required by paragraph (7) of subdivision (a) of Section 5604.2. 
SECTION 52,  Repeal of Ballot Referral Provision. 
The following uncodijied langerageJi.om Section 9 of Senate Bill 1137, Chaptered Bill Text 
Chapter 63, passed by thg Legislature June 27, 2006, approved by the Governor July 12, 2006, 
andfiled with the Secretary ofstate July 12, 2006, is hereby sarichn: 
SEC. 9. The provisions of this bill shall be applied prospectively. If any provision of this bill is 
found to be invalid, the entire legislative measure shall be submitted to the voters at the next 
statewide election. 
SECTION 53. Effective Date 
Except as otherwise provided, the provisions of this Act shall become effective July 1, 2009, and 
its provisions shall be applied prospectively. 
SECTION 54. Amendment 
Except as otherwise provided herein, this Act may be amended only by a statute approved by the 
electors, or by a statute that is approved by a four-fifths majority of dl members of each house of 
the Legislature and that M e r s  the purposes of thts Act, However, those portions of the Penal 
Code and Health and Safety Code enacted as part of the Substance Abuse and Crime Prevention 
Act of ZOO0 that are not referenced or modified herein may be modified pursuant to the 
provisions of that measure. 
In any litigation involving the constitutionality of any such legislatively enacted statute, the party 
or parties contending that the statute is constitutional shall have the burden of proving its 
compliance with the foregoing requirements. 
SECTION 5 5 .  Education Funding Guarantee 
No provision of this Act shall be construed to alter the calculation of the minimum state 
obligations under Section 8 of Artide XVI of the California Constitution, nor to diminish the 
actual state and local support for K-14 schools required by law, except as authorized by the 
Constitution. 
SECTION 56. Conflicting Ballot Measures 
In the event that this measure relating to protecting our communities by providing rehabilitation 
programs and drug treatment for youth and nonviolent offenders, and any other criminal justice 
measure or measures that do not provide rehabilitation to inmates being released into society, 
are approved by a majority of voters at the same election, and this measwe regarding 
rehabilitation of nonviolent offenders receives a greater number of affirmative votes than any 
other such measure or measures, this measure shall control in its entirety and conflicting 
provisions in the other measure or measwes shall be void and without legal effect. If ths 
measure regarding rehabilitation of youth and nonviolent offenders is approved but does not 
receive a greater number of affirmative votes than said other measure or measures, this measure 
shall take effect to the extent permitted by law. 
SECTION 57. Severability 
If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or circumstances is held 
invalid or unconstitutional, such invalidity or unconstitutionality shall not affect other provisions 
or applications of this initiative which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional 
provision or appljca~ion: and to this end the provisions of this initiative are severable. 
